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Conclusions on report by Evaluation Steering Group (ESG) 
 

The Evaluation Steering Group held a conference call meeting on Friday, 22 September 
2017 to discuss the two-step review draft report. The participating group members 
concluded that the report showed a broad range of opinions on the two-step process, which 
is interesting but makes any decision about changes to the procedure a challenge. Despite 
the range of opinions on different aspects of the application procedure, there is broad 
agreement that the expression of interest (EOI) is generally appreciated by applicants, 
which was a pleasant surprise for the ESG. However, it is clear that there are some issues 
that need to be addressed. The group agreed that these include: 

 The time frame of the application process from start to finish is too long and needs 
to be shortened. 

 The content of an expression of interest (EOI) and the level of detail required in this 
first stage application are points of contention.  

 There is clearly a list of 'wishes and needs' on the part of applicants in terms of the 
support they receive, which should be addressed. 

 
Based on the above, the group concluded the following: 

 It is best to stick with a two-step procedure in its basic form. There are no strong 
arguments for abandoning it, and it appears that the reasons for having an EOI stage 
are sound. 

 However, there needs to be a reduction in the time between submitting an EOI and 
having a decision on a full application. Scenarios 2 and 3 in point 8.2.1 of the report 
are possible contenders. 

 There is a resource issue. Whatever decision the Monitoring Committee makes in the 
end, they should factor in the necessary level of resources to implement the 
change/s.  
 

Thus, the ESG asks the Monitoring Committee, at meeting #5 in Lüneburg, to appoint a 
working group to make solid recommendations on the following issues: 

 How to reduce the amount of time that an entire application cycle takes, from first 
stage to a decision on the second stage. 

 To what extent the amount of information required in an EOI should be altered. Is 
it sufficient? Is it too much? Is it not enough?  

 Support mechanisms and whether they can/should be augmented. For example, 
more one-on-one support with full applications from the Joint Secretariat.  

 
Please note: This will require a review of the pros and cons of the administrative burden of 
changes to current procedures. A more efficient handling of paper, structures, procedures, 
etc. is to be considered the main resource of speeding things up. 
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Executive Summary 
 

This report presents the findings of a review of the Interreg North Sea Region Programme's 
two-step application process, which has been in operation during the first three years of 
implementation of the VB programme period. The review was carried out in response to the 
conclusion of the discussion at Monitoring Committee meeting #4 in Hannover (2-3 May 
2017) that more data and information were needed before the committee could decide 
whether to make a change to the application procedure and, if so, which change/s. The 
committee requested that this review be carried out and results presented at Monitoring 
Committee Meeting #5 (MC5) in Lüneburg. The report includes a brief overview of 
events/changes that have taken place in delivering the programme (that would have an 
effect on the two-step application approach), the proposed methodology for the review, and 
a proposed timeline for delivering this task. 
 
Methods of data collection 
The plan for the review was drafted by the Joint Secretariat's evaluation team and approved 
by the Evaluation Steering Group in June 2017. The evaluation team was responsible for 
data collection, analysis, and write-up of the review report. All efforts were made to avoid 
bias at all stages of the process. 
 
The team used a mix of methods (desktop research, surveys, focus groups at the North Sea 
Conference and interviews) to collect the necessary data between June and end of August 
2017. Desktop research included compiling and analyzing numbers of applicants, 
beneficiaries, applications, etc. from both the IVB and VB programmes, as well as a review 
of the main programme documents. For the survey, nearly 1.600 emails were sent out and 
210 responses were received (a response rate of 13%). At the North Sea Conference in 
Göttingen on 30 June, the review team ran two focus groups simultaneously with a variety 
of stakeholders who volunteered from among the conference participants. Each group 
consisted of 10-12 people, and the sessions lasted roughly 45 minutes each. In addition, 
members of the review team conducted 23 interviews with stakeholders (lead beneficiaries, 
Monitoring Committee, Steering Committee, Joint Secretariat staff and National Contact 
Point) by phone or in person from the beginning of July through late August. 
 
Key findings 
The report shows a wide range of opinions on the subject of the two-step approach, and the 
application procedure more generally. However, while there are different points of view 
across the groups of stakeholders that answered the survey, took part in the focus groups, 
and participated in the interviews, some common themes / key findings emerged: 

 Overall approval rates in the VB programme until now do not differ greatly from the 
IVB period. They have risen from Call 1 to Call 3, and especially from Calls 2 to 3. 
However, whether this is a result of the two-step review is uncertain. 

 Whether the two-step approach has, until now, attracted newcomers to the 
programme is also unclear. While the number of newcomers is around 50%, we do 
not know if they are joining because of the two-step application process or for other 
reasons. 
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 The tools provided by the programme to support applicants in submitting EOIs and 
FAs, including fact sheets, events, the programme website, videos, and the Online 
Monitoring System (OMS), are considered useful, although the latter needs some 
technical improvements, according to some interviewees. 

 Support by the National Contact Points (NCPs) and Joint Secretariat (JS) is 
appreciated but both groups could make some improvements in terms of coordinating 
better with one another and – especially important to note – provide more one-to-
one support to projects at the development to full application stage. This pertains, in 
particular, to the results projects aim to achieve. 

 Many applicants and beneficiaries appreciate the opportunity to ‘try out’ an idea 
through the EOI stage. However, the overall timeline of the application process is, in 
most people’s opinion, too long. There are also differing opinions about what should 
be expected of an EOI and how strictly it should be assessed.  

 There is also concern that the original intent of the EOI – to receive more steering 
from the Steering Committee (SC) at early stage – has not been realized. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This report presents the findings of a review of the Interreg North Sea Region Programme's 
two-step application process, which has been in operation during the first three years of 
implementation of the VB programme period. The review was carried out in response to the 
conclusion of the discussion at Monitoring Committee meeting #4 in Hannover (2-3 May 
2017) that more data and information were needed before the committee could decide 
whether to make a change to the application procedure and, if so, which change. The 
committee requested that this review be carried out and results presented at Monitoring 
Committee Meeting #5 (MC5) in Lüneburg. This introduction includes a brief overview of 
events/changes that have taken place in delivering the programme (that would have an 
effect on the two-step application approach), the proposed methodology for the review, and 
a proposed timeline for delivering this task.   
 
Background 
 
The North Sea Region Programme's two-step application process was based on the 
assumption that the Joint Secretariat would run two calls per year, at 6-month intervals. A 
successful first step application (named the ‘Expression of Interest’) would go to the second 
step (called the ‘full application’), which would be decided on roughly one year after the 
Expression of Interest was submitted. (For comparison: in the IVB programme the time 
span between submission of an application and decision was about six months, including 
pre-assessment.) The Expression of Interest application form was designed to be 
significantly shorter than the full application form.  
 
With the exception of the first call the VB programme has used the two-step application 
approach; however, some highlights of the process/procedure and actual implementation 
should be mentioned in order to fully understand how the programme has developed and 
been delivered thus far: 
 

1. Call 1 applicants could choose either to submit an Expression of Interest (step 1) or 
go directly to a full application (step 2).  

2. Call 2 included both Expression of Interest and full application submissions; however, 
full applications were only the result of successful Call 1 Expressions of Interest or 
re-submissions of rejected Call 1 full applications. 

3. The amount of time between submission of an Expression of Interest and a decision 
on a full application was expected to be 12 months. However, more time was needed 
for assessments of Call 2 applications than originally planned (there were nine 
months, instead of six months, between the opening of Call 2 and the SC meeting at 
which decisions on the applications were made). This meant that, if continued, the 
schedule of Expression of Interest applications and full application submissions would 
stretch from 12 to 18 months. 

4. As a result of this, the Joint Secretariat proposed at Monitoring Committee meeting 
#2 a revised timeline for the next several calls. The timeline reduced the amount of 
time a potential project would have to wait from submission of the Expression of 
Interest (EOI) to final notification of approval or rejection from 18 to 12 months. The 
revised timeline showed that Call 3 would open only for full applications (resulting 
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from approved expressions of interest from Calls 1 or 2), Call 4 only for Expressions 
of Interest, and so on, thereby offering a staggered application process. The 
Monitoring Committee approved the proposal. 

 
The need for a review of the two-step application approach 

The two-step application process is a test, as outlined in the Cooperation Programme. It 
was decided at Monitoring Committee meeting #1 that a review of the two-step application 
process should be initiated with the purpose of improving the process to overcome problems 
and difficulties envisaged during start-up. This was planned as the first part of the VB 
programme evaluation plan, which encompasses a comprehensive review of the application, 
approval, and implementation process. It was expected to inform on the following two parts 
of the operational evaluation to ensure that the programme is continuously evaluating what 
works and what does not, with the aim of improving efficiency and effectiveness. It was 
agreed that the review of the two-step application approach would be carried out after Call 
3, as this would allow for data collection and analysis on two full rounds of the two-step 
process since applicants in Call 1 had the option to apply directly to a full application. 

The programme‘s evaluation plan, which was approved at MC2 in Gothenburg, states that 
the main purpose of the review process is to propose an action plan to improve the two-
step application process if and where necessary, and that ‘a replacement of the process is 
not the main purpose and is supposed to only be the very last solution.’ However, some 
committee members stated their concerns at Monitoring Committee meeting #4 that by Call 
3 of the IVB programme, half the budget had been allocated – but by an earlier point in the 
programme period, and that potential beneficiaries in this VB programme could be running 
away because of the long application time. The topics of whether the two-step approach 
was, in fact, still relevant and whether it would be better for the NSRP to go back to the 
original one-step application procedure were also mentioned. In light of these issues and 
concerns, this review was conducted in order to support a well-informed decision about the 
VB application procedure at the MC meeting #5. 
 
Review design 

The main two research questions for the two-step review, as outlined in the 'Review of the 
two-step application process' paper presented at MC2, are: 

 How effective is the application procedure in terms of call for applications, support to 
applicants, and the design of the online monitoring system? 

 Has the programme set adequate measures to reduce the administrative burden of 
applicants and beneficiaries? 

These questions are answered through the more detailed questions in Table 1. 
Taking into account the short time window between the two MC meetings during which to 
carry out the review, the plan was based on a similar procedure carried out by the Interreg 
Northwest Europe Programme between December 2016 and March 2017. Questions 
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included in the NSRP review plan approved by the Monitoring Committee in Gothenburg 
were matched with those in the NWE review or added where necessary in Table 1.1 
 
Table 1: Research questions guiding the two-step review 

Role of 
programme 
bodies 

1. How efficient and effective are the a) assessment procedure performed 
by JS and b) the decision-making process regarding project selection 
(SC)?  

2. Has the two-step approach made the application process more efficient 
(workload and time) regarding support to applicants, assessment and 
decision-making (SC, NCP, JS)? 

3. What are the concrete benefits/costs at the programme level after the 
switch, i.e. less or more human resource costs, input, etc.?  

4. What are the challenges in terms of use of programme resources? 
5. How has the two-step application process affected the programme's 

ability to meet the N+3 targets? 
6. How has the two-step application process impacted the Steering 

Committee in the implementation of the programme by steering projects 
at an earlier stage of their development towards the desired outcomes 
of the programme? 

Attraction of 
newcomers 

1. Has the new approach helped to attract more newcomers and/or more 
and more diverse applicants in their respective fields?  

2. Has the new approach helped to attract applicants in general, even if 
they are not newcomers?  

3. Are new entities joining the projects (in which form, sector, country, role, 
etc.)? 

Quality of 
support to 
applicants 

1. Are the tools provided to the applicants to submit their proposals 
adequate and useful for the applicants?  

2. Does the support available for the project application process meet the 
needs of prospective project applicants? 

3. Is the outcome of the application process transparent for all applicants? 
Simplification 
of process 

1. Has the new approach helped to make the application process easier for 
applicants (less administrative burden)? 

Quality of 
applications 

1. Has the new approach helped to increase the relevance, suitability and 
quality of the projects and to avoid low-quality projects?  

2. How has the Expression of Interest stage affected the results orientation 
of projects and potential projects’ ability to fit the programme’s specific 
objectives? 

3. How has the switch to the two-step application approach impacted the 
rate of success, i.e. project approvals? 

2. Methodology 
 

                                        

1  The reader of this review report is asked to keep in mind that any comparison of the IVB and VB programmes at this 
stage in VB programme implementation is not balanced, as calls for applications in VB began only two years ago while 
numbers from the IVB programme represent all seven years of the programme period. 
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The review was carried out as described in the 'Plan for the review of the two-step approach' 
document sent to Monitoring Committee members on 11 July 2017. A mix of methods was 
used and data was collected between June and end of August 2017.  
 
 
 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The team working on the review carried out some desk research in June in preparation 
for the planning document and continued in August with the compilation and analysis 
of numbers of applications for both the IVB and VB programmes.  
 
The online survey of project applicants and beneficiaries was opened on 3 July and 
closed on 11 August. An initial email was sent out to applicants inviting them to 
participate on the day the survey was opened, and a reminder was sent on 12 and 13 

July. Nearly 1600 emails were sent both times, and 210 responses were received, which 
means a response rate of 13%. More information about the survey respondents is available 
in Annex 9.1. 
 

At the North Sea Conference in Göttingen, the review team ran two focus groups 
simultaneously with a variety of stakeholders who volunteered from among the 
conference participants. Each group consisted of 10-12 people, and the sessions 
lasted roughly 45 minutes each. The discussion focused on two main questions: 

 What are the pros and cons of the two-step application procedure?  
 How could we improve the two-step application procedure? 

The names of the participants in the Focus Groups are in Annex 9.2. 
 
Staff of the Joint Secretariat conducted 23 interviews with stakeholders by phone or in 
person from the beginning of July through late August. The breakdown of interviewees 
by type was as follows: 

 
 Lead Beneficiaries: 6 

Online survey 

Stakeholder interviews 

Desk research 

June July August 

Figure 1: Timeline for the two-step 
review 

Focus 
groups  
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 Monitoring Committee 6  
 Steering Committee: 5 
 Joint Secretariat staff: 4 
 National Contact Point: 2 

 
The questions asked of the different groups were tailored to their experience with the two-
step approach. The list of interviewees can be found in Annex 9.3. 
 
Please note that the symbols to the left of each of the methods explained above symbolize 
throughout the report which data is being referred to. In other words, when data and results 
of desk research appear in the report, for example, they are marked at the 
beginning of that section with this symbol: and so on.  
 
 
This helps the reader keep track of where the information being presented comes 
from.  
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3. Roles of programme bodies in the two-step application 
procedure 

 

This chapter sets out the efficiency and effectiveness of project development, assessment 
procedure, and of the decision-making process of the two-step approach, carefully 
examining administrative data generated using the Online Monitoring System, applicants’ 
survey and interviews with both Programme bodies and applicants. The analysis focuses on 

 The project approval and rejection rate (3.1) 
 The time needed and workload for beneficiaries and programme bodies (3.2) 
 The correspondence between assessments and final decisions on project approval 

(3.3) 

Key findings of the chapter: 
 

 The average approval rates from IVB and VB are nearly identical at around 51%. The 
approval rates for full applications in Calls 1 and 2 of VB (44% and 43.3%, 
respectively) were also virtually identical. From Call 2 to Call 3, however, there was 
a large jump in the approval rate of full applications - to 71.43%. The question is 
why. Some interviewees wondered if the FA approval rate should actually be closer 
to 99% if the two-step process is, as it is supposed to, letting through only the best 
applications. 

 Sixty-five percent of survey respondents reported that it takes nine weeks or longer 
to complete a full application – despite this, almost half of respondents say that the 
time between decision on EOI and submission deadline for FA is sufficient. However, 
the entire application process – from submitting an EOI to getting FA 
approval/rejection – is too long, in many people's opinion. 

 The original goal of giving the SC more steer in selecting projects at an earlier stage 
has not happened in many interviewees’ opinion. EOIs were barely discussed at SC 
meetings #1 and 2 because a great deal of time was spent discussing and debating 
what qualifies as a good project and what qualifies as good results during the decision 
rounds on full applications. 

 The EOI stage is considered useful for the programme (by both applicants and 
programme bodies) because it allows the elimination of project ideas that don’t fit or 
aren’t strong enough at an early stage, it gives applicants more support over time, 
and it means a limited initial commitment, which makes it attractive for finding 
partners. Is an EOI asking too much or not enough?  Is it too complicated? 
Respondents are divided on this as there are two different perspectives regarding 
the purpose of the EOI. 

 The majority of those interviewed did not feel that the two-step approach has made 
the workload of JS, SC or NCPs more efficient in regards to project development, 
assessment, and decision-making. 

 JS recommendations and SC decisions do not differ very much; the SC generally 
follows JS recommendations both for full applications and EOIs. Looking across all 3 
calls, the minimum percentage of where the rate for JS recommendation of approval 
and SC approval of EOIS were the same was 76% (Call 2) and for full applications 
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the minimum was 86% (Call 1). However, the percentage was 100% of Call 1 EOIs 
and Call 3 FAs. In Call 2 the SC approved 2 more applications than were 
recommended for approval by the JS. It should be noted that in some cases the 
applications that were recommended for approval were not necessarily the same 
applications that were approved by the SC. 

3.1 Number of projects approved and rejected 
 
To date the North Sea Region Programme has launched and completed three calls for 
applications. In total 96 Expression of Interest (Step 1) and 76 full applications (Step 
2) have been submitted to the programme and, of those, 44 EOIs and 39 FAs have 
been approved. Of the 39 approved full applications 26 were approved via the regular 

two-step procedure, due to the fact that Call 1 was considered a special call for applications, 
allowing submission of both Expressions of Interest and full applications (not preceded by 
an EOI). After removing full applications submitted in the special call for applications (Call 
1), which had not been through the two-step-process, the rate of success for full 
applications that started as EOIs (and submitted in Calls 2 and 3) was 59%. 
 
Figure 2: Overall comparison of the two application stages 

Step 1 Step 2 

Proposals 
received (call 

1-3) 

Approved for step 2: 
44 

45,8% 
Approved for funding: 

39 51,3% 

Rejected: 52 54,2% 
% Approved for funding 
of approved for Step 2* 59,09% 

* Adjusted for Call 1. Full applications approved in call 1 did not apply via a two-step approach, and for 
this reason they have been removed from the calculation of the approval rate. 

Figure 3: Progress of the three calls 

 
 

The following graphs illustrate both in the number of applications received per call for the 
IVB and VB Programmes (in the VB this includes both EOIs and FAs), the approval rates per 
call (in VB this only includes Calls 1 - 3 as Call 4 was still open at the time this analysis was 
written), and a comparison of the two programmes’ approval rates. 
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Figure 4: Applications received and approved per call in IVB 

 
 

Figure 5: Applications received and approved per call in VB 

 

The first three calls of each programme period provide a common starting point for analysis. 
The NSRP received only 10 applications in Call 1 of the IVB programme, while the 
programme received 30 full applications in Call 1 of the VB, or 3 times as many. The number 
of projects approved in the VB Call 1 (13) was also significantly higher than in IVB Call 1 
(2). In Calls 2 and 3 the IVB and VB saw a similar number of FAs received and while the 
number of projects approved was similar in Call 2 there was a noticeable increase in the 
number of approved projects in Call 3 of the VB. 
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Call 1 of VB saw an approval of 25 EOIs and Call 2 a submission of 25 full applications. 
However, this is not because 100% of the EOIs approved evolved into submitted full 
applications in Call 2; rather nine FAs submitted in Call 2 were re-submissions of rejected 
full applications from Call 1. Therefore, only 65% of the approved EOIs from call 1 were 
submitted as full application in Call 2. In Call 2 19 EOIs were approved and in Call 3 21 full 
applications were submitted. Of those 21 applications, four were re-applications and two 
were approved EOIs from Call 1. Therefore 15 out 19 EOIs moved forward to the full 
application stage in Call 3, which translates to 79% of all EOIs approved in Call 2. 
 
Figure 6: Application approval rates per call in IVB 
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Figure 7: Application approval rates per call in VB 

 
 
The approval rate for Call 1 in the VB programme was more than double that of the approval 
rate for Call 1 in the IVB. However, in the IVB there was a significant increase in the approval 
rate from Call 1 to those of Calls 2, 3 and 4. A similar jump can be seen in the VB from Call 
2 to Call 3. Although the approval rate of Call 3 - 71.43% - is high, this does not surpass 
the highest approval rate from IVB, which was 80% in Call 8. However, it is high in 
comparison to the overall approval rates per call in IVB.  
 
Figure 8: Approval rates - IVB vs. VB 

 
This chart shows that the average approval rate for FAs has only slightly increased in the 
VB programme, from 50.65% to 51.32%. 
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Table 2: Overall approval rates for each stage (Calls 1-3) 

 Call 1 Call 2 Call 3 

 EOI FA EOI FA EOI FA 

Submitted 50 30 46 25 0 21 

Approved 25 13 19 11 0 15 

Rejected 25 17 27 14 0 6 

       

 Call 1 Call 2 Call 3 

 EOI FA EOI FA EOI FA 

Rejection rate 50,00% 56,67% 58,70% 56,00% - 28,57% 

Approval rate 50,00% 43,33% 41,30% 44,00% - 71,43% 

  

Total EOI FA   

Submitted 96 76    

Approvals 44 39     

Rejections 52 37     

Rejection rate 54,2% 48,7%     

Approval rate 45,8% 51,3%     

 
In Calls 1 and 2 a similar number of EOIs and FAs was submitted and the approval/rejection 
rates were quite consistent. The average approval rates for EOIs and FAs covering all calls 
were 45.8% and 51.3%, respectively.  

3.2 Time needed and workload for beneficiaries and programme bodies 
 
When examining time demands on applicants, the picture varies depending on 
whether the application was an expression of interest or a full application. The 
average number of working days reported by respondents on the part of their 
organisation only was 20 for expressions of interest and 33 for full applications. This 

means that on average it takes 60% longer for a single organisation to complete 
their work on a full application than it does to contribute to an EOI.   
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Figure 9: How long did the preparation of your application take? (both Lead Beneficiaries and 
beneficiaries reporting) 

 

When looking at the total amount of preparation time for an application, one can also see a 
significant difference between the time demands of a full application versus those of an EOI. 
Sixty-seven percent of full applications take more than two months, whereas only 46% of 
EOIs do. And 28% of full applications take more than six months, while 32% of EOIs take 
two months or less. This is to be expected, given the more laborious nature of full 
applications. 

Among Lead Beneficiaries that responded to the survey, the same percentage (33%) 
reported that it took 5-8 weeks and 9-24 weeks to work on an EOI. However, only 13% 
said that a full application required 5-8 weeks, while 77% said it took them 9 weeks or more 
to complete the second stage application. 

Among beneficiaries, 32% stated that they needed up to 8 weeks to complete an EOI, while 
49% needed 9 weeks or more. On a full application, however, only 24% took less than 9 
weeks; 65% needed more than 9 weeks. 
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Figure 10: Was the time between the SC decision on your EOI and the submission deadline of 
the full application too long, sufficient, or too short? 

 

Of applicants who succeeded at the EOI stage and submitted a full application, most 
respondents felt that the time between receiving the SC’s decision letter and the submission 
deadline for a full application was sufficient. Only 7% thought it was too short, while 14% 
believe it was too long.  
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Figure 11: Timeline of Calls 1-5 in the VB programme period 

 

Examining the amount of time for each call, one can see that they are relatively consistent for Calls 1-5 (the last calls for which there 
are concrete dates). Each call is two months, give or take a few days. However, the periods of time allowed for assessments range 
widely from two months (Call 4) to 5.5 months (Call 2). These amounts of time do not correspond to the expected or actual number 
of applications received, although it is logical that the EOI-only Call 4 assessment period be shorter than the others as EOI 

assessments are not as time-consuming as those of full applications. 
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When asked, 'Has the two-step approach made the application process more efficient 
(workload and time) regarding support to applicants, assessment and decision-making 
(SC, NCP, JS)?', the majority said it did NOT make the application process more 

efficient because it meant the work had to be carried out twice (both at the 1st and 2nd 
steps) by applicants and programme bodies. This has put additional pressure on the 
resources and capacity of the JS, subcommittee members, and SC members. Many 
respondents felt that the initial purposes of piloting the two-step application process – to 
increase the approval rate and to get the SC to steer projects earlier on in the decision-
making process – were not being realised and that the split of time spent on EOIs by the JS 
and SC was not balanced, i.e. the JS was spending too much on them and the SC not 
enough. Many felt that this was because there was not sufficient time in the SC meetings 
following Calls 1 and 2 to critically discuss the EOIs and give the necessary and relevant 
guidance for successful EOIs to move forward. Some interviewees said that there were 
simply too many EOIs submitted in Calls 1 and 2 and that a majority of the time was 
allocated to full applications because there was a lack of common understanding among the 
members of what constituted a good project and good results.  

In addition, a member of the JS stated that,  'In comparison to former programmes, we’ve 
never had so many conditions or requirements by the SC when approving projects, which 
should not be the case when you have a first step providing feedback to applicants detailing 
what is expected at the FA stage. In practice it has shown that even with a possibility to 
provide comments online before decision making, the comments provided by SC were 
limited and sometimes dominated by some member states; in that regard, the first step 
might have become a more political tool than actually a tool to get quality projects. The 
idea of the SC providing direction at the first stage has not been taken sufficiently into 
account yet; having said that, the SC should provide much more guidance and direction 
than they have; project applicants are often not taking the step 1 feedback sufficiently into 
account.'  

Therefore, according to interviewees, the steering on expressions of interest by the SC – as 
originally hoped – has not occurred. This, in addition to limited capacity/resources at the 
JS, led the MC to decide on a change in procedure MC meeting #3: from Call 3, calls would 
be staggered and include only one type of application. In other words, Call 3 would only 
invite full applications and Call 4 only EOIs, and so on.  

A majority of the respondents (including applicants) agreed that the planning of application 
calls has been problematic, especially since the MC's decision to split the calls, and that this 
needs to be addressed.2 Some interviewees indicated that changes to the two-step approach 
have caused some unrest in the project community. Stated one interviewee, ''I think the 
time is too long. And for this reason it is difficult to find partners – many stakeholders have 
told me, 'This (Interreg NSRP) is interesting, but contact me in 6-9 months when (the 
partnership) are working on an FA. I don't have time now.' I have also experienced this with 

                                        

2 The effects of the decision taken at MC meeting #3, which for future applicants will reduce the application process 
time frame to 12 months from step 1 through decision of step 2, will only be apparent with FAs approved in an 
upcoming Call 4; therefore, it is not included in this review. 
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EOIs and when they fail, many people are not encouraged to try twice. Even if they have a 
successful EOI I lose stakeholders for FAs because the time is so long. Especially for SMEs 
it is too long.'' 

That said, both programme bodies and applicants acknowledge and appreciate the 
usefulness of the first application step (EOIs), saying that it eliminates early on project ideas 
that are not relevant or a good fit for the programme and thereby reduces the wasted time 
for both sides in the long run. Moreover, applicants mentioned several times that: 

 having the two-step process allowed for additional support throughout the process 
 newcomers were not as anxious about joining the programme (as they were with the 

one-step) 
 limited commitment requirement at the EOI stage helped to attract partners, and  
 having a green light from the SC at stage 1 sent a good signal to all parties involved.  

 
All respondents generally agreed on these advantages; however, this was challenged by the 
fact that the overall process from EOI to decisions on full application is simply too long – 'If 
it's going to be worthwhile saving there needs to be a bigger saving in time – that’s where 
time balance is wrong' (NCP). Representatives of programme bodies stated that the EOI 
preparation and assessment periods were too long and that there was not enough time to 
finish full applications. In addition, both programme bodies and lead applicant interviewees 
thought that keeping partnerships together over a long period – especially those including 
private sector organisations – was extremely difficult because of the rapidly changing 
context in which they work.  

Some MC members also mentioned that they did not feel the two-step was filtering out 'bad' 
applications, as originally intended, and some pointed out that the approval rates were too 
comparable to IVB. This was echoed by an NCP, who stated, 'We are still seeing full 
applications which are scoring low in relevance of the programme (in general) – these should 
have been wiped out in early stage – it shows weakness in system if we are not managing 
to get those out early on.'  

Furthermore, some interviewees felt that the two-step process was being approached from 
two different perspectives and that the understanding regarding the purpose of the 1st step 
was not commonly understood by all programme bodies. One respondent indicated, 'We 
don’t know what to expect from Expressions of Interest as some are quite brief and some 
are almost a full application - there does not seem to be a good standard across the board 
of what we are looking for or what we expect. We sometimes have difficulties making 
ourselves quite clear to applicants about what we expect from them.' Another stated that, 
'At the NSR conference XXX explained the difference between EOI and FA. EOI must not be 
so detailed. But my experience in SC is completely different. This must be more consistent. 
People think it is easy and "we'll just try." But they don't give enough detail and they fail.' 

Some respondents reported feeling that the EOI asks applicants for too much too early on, 
i.e. intervention logic (results), an established partnership, etc., which would then nearly 
negate the need for an FA as it almost duplicates the information and workload required of 
everyone for the second stage application. This was questioned by an NCP, who mentioned 
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that some applicants use the 1st stage just to test their ideas and see if it could be 
interesting for the programme. On the other hand, others think that the EOI is not strict 
enough and that with the two-step approach the guarantee of an approval at the FA stage 
should be nearly 99%. 

This has led some representatives of the programme bodies to question whether the 
message being sent out about step 1 is correct. Perhaps, in their opinion, the concrete 
differences between the 1st and 2nd steps should be further discussed and better 
communicated to applicants. 

The second question asked in this section was whether the respondents felt that the Joint 
Secretariat was operating the two-step approach efficiently and effectively. The answers to 
this varied greatly – especially between Programme bodies. Some said that the JS was 
operating in a pre-established framework set by the MC and that they were doing the best 
they could but that there were too many questions in the applications, and the assessments 
were too long and often not consistent across JS assessors. Others felt, however, that some 
processes should be given more time and that too much blame is put on the two-step.  
Another perspective was that there is a difference in understanding between the JS, the 
sub-committees, and the SC and therefore the advice that finally reaches the applicants is 
not necessarily coherent. In other words, there should be a greater focus on the EOI 
recommendations to give the best possible steer to those preparing a full application. 

Suggestion by interviewees: 

 Scenario 1: Replace the EOI with a draft full application 
 Scenario 2: Reduce the EOI to a concept note 
 Scenario 3: Keep the current structure of the EOI but allow applicants to submit EOIs 

on a rolling basis. Consider voting on EOIs via Written Procedure or meetings via 
Skype/video conference.  

 Scenario 4: Replace the current application procedure with the IVB application 
procedure (pre-assessment and full application) 

3.3 Correlation between JS recommendations and SC final decisions 
 

JS recommendations and SC decisions do not differ greatly; the SC generally follows 
JS recommendations both for full applications and EOIs. Seventy-five percent of 
decisions have matched recommendations across all calls but in some cases there has 
been 100% harmonization (Call1 EOIs and Call 3 FAs). Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 

total number of applications broken down by EOI and FA and by call in relation to the 
recommendations and the decisions taken by the SC. Figure 12 highlights that 
recommendations and decisions taken in Step 1 have helped to limit the number of potential 
full applications by close to 50% in both calls. 
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Figure 12: Number of EOIs received, recommended for approval and approved 

 
 
The correlation between JS recommendation for approval and SC decisions to approve is 
quite harmonized for the 1st step with an overall average harmonization rate of 88% - for 
Call 1 it is 100% and for Call 2 it is 76%. 

Figure 13: Number of FAs received, recommended for approval and approved 

 
The correlation between JS recommendations for approval and SC decisions to approve 
projects is also relatively harmonized for Step 2, with an overall average harmonization rate 
of 100%; however, broken down by call it is 86,6% in Call 1 and 100% in Call 3. In Call 2 
the SC approved two more applications than were recommended for approval by the JS. For 
both figures above (12 and 13), it should be noted that in some cases the applications that 
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were recommended for approval were not necessarily the same applications that were 
approved by the SC. 

Table 2: Correlation between JS recommendations and SC decisions 

Step 1 - Expressions of Interest     

 
Received 

Recommended 
Approval 

SC 
Approval 

Recommended 
Rejection 

SC 
rejection 

SC re-
apply 

Call 1 50 25 25 25 25 0 

Call 2 46 25 19 21 23 4 

Call 3 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A 

Total 96 50 44 46 48 4 

       

Step 2 - Full applications     

 
Received 

Recommended 
Approval 

SC 
Approval 

Recommended 
Rejection 

SC 
rejection 

SC re-
apply 

Call 1 30 15 13 15 17 0 

Call 2 25 9 11 16 10 4 

Call 3 21 15 15 6 4 2 

Total 76 39 39 37 31 6 

 

For further information about the breakdown of scores by priority, call and EOI/FA please 
see Section 6.2. 
 

Interviewees were not specifically asked their opinion about the consistency achieved 
during the assessment and selection procedure of the two-step approach. Although a 
majority of the respondents were satisfied with the selection criteria adopted by the 

programme, there were still some respondents who questioned 'if the SC has a tendency to 
evaluate EOIs with the same expectations as full applications how is the SC using selection 
criteria for assessments at EOI stage – is it too strict for the stage? Is the EOI too 
complicated?' In addition, it was pointed out that the selection criteria only work if applied 
by everyone and some respondents mentioned that programme bodies (mainly the 
members of the SC) still do not seem to have a common understanding of what a good 
quality project is or what good results are. Therefore, it has been difficult to adopt a 
consistent approach during the selection phase.  
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This reflection stems from the difficulties faced in Calls 1 and 2 when decision making at the 
SC meetings was a strained process. It is interesting to note that an extraordinary SC 
meeting was held before the planned SC 2 to re-discuss open issues in relation to what was 
agreed upon in terms of the '10 golden rules' at the Billund 5.1 event, what the selection 
criteria mean, and how to foster a common understanding among programme bodies. 
Although steps have been taken to improve the overall process (for example, in the VB 
period the JS introduced the SC pre-voting tool in the Online Monitoring System – see 
Section 6.2 Assessment and scoring procedure for more information) – and more applications 
were approve at SC3, some respondents felt that inconsistencies in approaches to decision 
making still exist.  

Moreover, respondents (JS) pointed out that some of the questions asked in the EOI should 
be considered answered and should not be asked again in stage 2, especially the first part 
of the FA, which is about the fit of the idea to the programme. A recommendation was that 
"questions raised in step 1 should not be asked again in step 2 to make the process more 
straight forward and efficient; this requires, however, that the project idea provided in step 
1 is not altered from step 1 to 2". This returns to the point that there is not solid agreement 
between members of the programme bodies (mainly MC and SC) about how extensive the 
1st step (EOI) should be – while some feel that the first step is far too extensive and allows 
little room for development between the 1st and 2nd step, others feel that it is not strict 
enough (i.e. asking for a budget without asking for activities). One point of agreement 
across interviewees (mainly programme bodies), however, was that the two-step approach 
implies higher costs for applicants in terms of time and expertise – primarily because there 
are two steps instead of one. One exception to this is the rejection of an EOI, as this reduces 
potential costs/burdens on applicants. Whether these higher costs are compensated for as 
a benefit to the programme is discussed in Chapter 8: Overall thoughts and opinions on the 
VB application procedure. 

Although SC decisions have followed the JS recommendations in general (see tables above) 
interviewees recognize that there are different starting points/perspective from which the 
JS approach assessments/recommendations and from which the SC take decisions on 
funding applications. The general understanding is that the JS operates from a technical 
perspective, checking that the application meets the selection criteria, while the SC brings 
on board their political and territorial priorities. As one respondent explained, 'Some criteria 
are more relevant for the JS; less relevant for the Member States. For example, from the 
XXX perspective more focus should be on need; gap; market failure; and result and impact.' 
These discrepancies do not appear to be inherently problematic and they also existed in the 
IVB programming period – however, several interviewees stressed that all Programme 
bodies should help ensure consistency by everyone applying the same selection criteria as 
approved in relevant programme documents. 
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4. Attraction of newcomers and applications in general 
 

This chapter centers on the two-step procedure’s role in attracting organisations that had 
not previously participated in North Sea Region Programme projects. Data for this chapter 
was collected mainly through the survey, interviews, and desk research. It includes: 

 An overview of the types of organisations applying to the NSRP for project funding 
(4.1) 

 A look at organisations that are new to the programme, i.e. those that did not 
participate in a IVB project (4.2) 

 An analysis of whether the tools and activities to attract new project partners have 
been effective (4.3) 

 
Key findings of the chapter: 

 The share of applicants and beneficiaries per country has remained relatively 
consistent from IVB to VB. The number of Dutch organisations involved in the VB 
programme dominates in every category: applicant, beneficiary and Lead 
Beneficiary. For the moment Sweden is the only country without any Lead 
Beneficiaries. 

 According to desk research, 54% of applicants in VB are new – meaning they did not 
apply in IVB. However, in interviewes with programme bodies, no one indicated that 
they were aware of a substantial increase in newcomers. Public authorities and 
universities/research organisations dominate the pool of applicants and beneficiaries; 
77% of VB applicants so far are in the public sector.  

 Interviewees are not convinced the newcomers are a result of two-step process, but 
rather the change in priorities and that the programme’s low co-financing rate (in 
comparison to others’) is not attractive. LB interviewees are positive about the two-
step because it makes it easier for them to sell Interreg to new and potential partners. 
However, interviewees also expressed concern that the long application timescale 
detracts (especially private sector) organisations from applying. 

 Focus group participants and interviewees generally agreed that the two-step 
approach is mostly attractive for newcomers because the EOI gives them a chance 
to 'develop an idea over more time, which helps them understand the framework of 
programme and programme rules.' For experienced Interreg applicants, who already 
know what they are doing, however, the two-step is too burdensome because it 
requires an extra step they are confident they don't need. 

4.1 Types of applicants 
 

The various figures below are the administrative data and analysis taken from the IVB 
and VB Online Monitoring Systems regarding the type of applicants in both 
programmes. This includes the breakdown/share of applicants per country, public vs. 
private partners, new applicants to VB, share of new applicants by country etc. The 
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information is presented to help visualize the state of play in the VB thus far in relation to 
numbers/figures in the IVB.  
 
Figure 14: Share of applicants per country - IVB and VB3 

 

The majority of applicants in the VB period have come from the Netherlands (21%), followed 
closely by the United Kingdom (17%), Germany (15%) and Belgium (15%). However, the 
difference between this group and the countries with a lower share of applicants is not large: 
Denmark (12%), Sweden (10%), and Norway (9%). The most interesting changes from IVB 
to VB are the increase in the percentage of applicants from Belgium – from 9.3% in IVB to 
14.6% in VB – and the decrease in the share of British and German applicants. It is 
important to keep in mind that these percentages are based on a total of 78 projects 
approved in IVB and 39 projects implemented thus far in the VB period. 

                                        

3 Please note: Norway has considerably fewer funds available for Norwegian applicants than the other countries 
participating in the North Sea Region Programme. 
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Figure 15: Share of public vs. private sector applicants in VB 

 

During the VB programme period only, the split between public and private sector applicants 
in Calls 1 to 3 was 77% public and 23% private. (There is no similar data for the IVB 
programme.) 

Figure 16: Evolution of number of applicants in VB (Call1-2) 
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Of expressions of interest submitted in Calls 1 and 2 we can clearly see that the largest 
number of applicants is from the Netherlands (187), but that all partner countries are 
represented. We can also see that the number of applicants decreased by 17% from a total 
of 480 applicants in Call 1 to 399 applicants in Call 2. (Please note that these numbers 
reflect the fact that applicants are counted at the first time of entry into the application 
process and are not double-counted - for example, as an applicant in an EOI in Call 1 and 
then an applicant in the following full application in Call 2, unless they are participants in 
multiple applications. All Call 3 applicants are already included in the numbers for Calls 1 
and 2, which is why Call 3 does not appear in this graph.) 

Figure 17: Evolution of number of beneficiaries in VB (Calls 1-3) 

 

When we then look at beneficiaries of approved projects across Calls 1 to 3, we see that, 
similar to the number of applicants, the largest number of beneficiaries is from the 
Netherlands (111) and then a more or less even split of beneficiaries comes from the United 
Kingdom (86), Germany (79), Belgium (79), and Denmark (78). The lowest rate of 
participation can be found in Sweden (38) and Norway (33). The number of Belgian 
beneficiaries is steadily increasing, and increases from Calls 2 to 3 have happened in all 
countries but the UK, with a particularly large jump in the number of Danish beneficiaries.  
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Figure 18: Number of lead applicants in VB (Calls 1-2) 

 

When we focus on the number of lead applicants, we find again that the largest share of 
lead applicants is from the Netherlands (33) followed by the United Kingdom (18). The 
remainder of partner countries represents a fairly even distribution - Germany (11), Belgium 
(10), Sweden (10), Denmark (8), and Norway (6). (Similar to Figure 16, please note that 
these numbers reflect the fact that applicants are counted at the first time of entry into the 
application process and are not double-counted - for example, as an applicant in an EOI in 
Call 1 and then an applicant in the following full application in Call 2, unless they are 
participants in multiple applications. In other words, all Call 3 applicants are already included 
in the numbers for Calls 1 and 2, which is why Call 3 does not appear in this graph.) 
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Figure 19: Number of Lead Beneficiaries in VB (Calls 1-3) 

 

Looking at the number of lead beneficiaries across the partner countries, we find that the 
largest percentage – 41% – of approved projects are led by a Dutch organisation (16). The 
remainder of the partner countries have a more or less even distribution in the number of 
lead beneficiaries with the exception of Sweden, which does not yet have an organisation 
leading a project in the NSRP. 
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Figure 20: Percentage of Lead Beneficiaries by country in IVB and VB 

 

Comparing IVB and VB in terms of the share of lead beneficiaries per partner country, we 
find that the distribution of lead beneficiaries has changed significantly. For example, 21% 
of projects in IVB were led by German lead beneficiaries; in VB only 8% of projects are 
German-led. However, the percentage of projects led by Belgian organisations has risen 
from 5% in IVB to 15% and Danish organisations have also increasingly stepped up to the 
plate – from 6% in IVB to 13% in VB. 

4.2 Types of newcomers 
 
In Calls 1-3 roughly 675 unique organisations applied to participate in an Interreg VB North 
Sea Region project. Of those organisations 311 were considered identical with organisations 
participating in the previous IVB programme.4 This indicates that 54% of the applicants in 
VB can be considered newcomers. This percentage is identical to that of survey respondents 

                                        

4 The method for identifying newcomers included the following steps: retrieving from the OMS all applicants to the IVB 
and VB programmes, deleting all duplicate (triplicate, etc.) mentions of the same organization in each list, and then 
finding and deleting any organization names in the VB list that were also in the IVB list. Organisations that remained in 
the VB list were considered newcomers. While we tried our best to eliminate duplicates, as stated, there was a margin 
of error due to slightly different spellings, organisations applying under the same name but in different languages, etc.  
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who identified themselves as new to the Interreg VB NSRP (see Annex 9.1). (Incidentally, 
the Interreg NWE Programme found in their two-step review that 89% of applying 
organisations were new to the programme.) 

Figure 21: Share of new applicants vs. applicants that also applied in IVB 

 

Figure 22: Newcomers by country 
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Figure 23: Types of newcomers by type of organisation 

 

According to the survey, in terms of the types of organisations applying to the NSRP 
in IVB and VB, there is very little difference between the two programmes. Public 
authorities (local, regional and national) dominate the applicant pool, followed by 
universities and research institutes. Much smaller percentages of applicants 

represent business support organisations, consultancies, and interest groups. In general, 
very few private entities, including SMEs, indicated that they have participated or will 
participate during this programme period. However, these numbers should not be 
considered as representative as they come from only a sample of the total number of 
organisations that have applied to the NSRP. 

4.3 Effectiveness of the activities organised to attract newcomers 
 

Looking at Figure 21, which indicates 54% newcomers to the VB programme, it is 
interesting to note the responses from the interviews to the question 'In comparison to 
the applicants of the previous programme (2007-2013) have you seen newcomers 

included in VB NSRP projects?' Most programme bodies (JS; NCPs, MC and SC) say they 
have seen 'some/a few' newcomers to the programme – but not a significant number. Some 
countries say they have experienced a slight increase in private sector beneficiaries, while 
others say that newcomers tend to come from public organisations. Many respondents were 
of the opinion, however, that it is not necessarily the 2-stage process that is affecting where 
the newcomers come from – but rather a natural development of the programme and a shift 
in priorities from previous periods. Several respondents did point out that another hindrance 
to attracting newcomers to the NSRP is the comparatively low co-financing rate. 

Both Programme bodies and applicants felt that the two-step approach was more attractive 
for newcomers (than applicants in general) because the two-step could be a 'good 
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supporting tool to help them develop an idea as it provides a slower pace, more time to 
understand framework of programme and programme rules'. It also gives them time to start 
out in the NSR community. Depending on the type of organization the two-step could also 
be considered useful as there is time to test out a project idea, and the lower risk for financial 
commitment at the early stage could be considered appealing. Many LB respondents were 
satisfied and happy about the two-step approach because it made it easier to sell Interreg 
to new and potential partners. 

A majority of the respondents, however, were very concerned about the overall timeframe 
of the application procedure – and that attracting newcomers was not so easy when the 
process took so long. In theory, the concept of the two-step approach is easy to promote 
to new applicants as it gives a way for a soft/easier start into the world of Interreg – but it 
needs to be done in a much shorter time frame. This is especially the case for convincing 
new private sector beneficiaries to get involved because the context in which they work 
changes so rapidly that they are not interested in waiting over a year to start a project. In 
addition, with the long time frame organisations (especially SMEs and private sector) find it 
difficult to commit because staff and employees are only contract based and depend on 
funding to continue their activities. 

A majority of programme respondents also that felt the two-step approach is not attractive 
to those experienced in the Interreg world because they feel confident in what they are 
doing, they understand the process, and they want to get started as soon as possible. 

Quote by newcomers: 

 ‘This was our first experience with Interreg NSR (ICVANS) and overall thus far it has 
been a positive experience. I would keep the two-step application as it is a huge step 
to do a full application and I think it is better to solidify a good idea first. We received 
helpful feedback on the first step, which gave us an indication of what the 
expectations were, how to better present what we want, etc. It was not only the LB 
who was involved in the 1st step - some consortium partners were also involved. We 
sent out the concept note to British partners and then scouted other network partners 
and got feedback from partners before submitting the Call 2 EOI’ 

 ‘For our organisation it was the first time we engaged in an Interreg project -including 
being the 1st time for the North Sea Region Programme. Since then we have now 
become active in many other Interreg programmes. I felt very comfortable as an 
applicant in the NSR Programme and quite happy with overall procedure. We received 
good feedback after 1st step, which we further discussed with JS. We found this to 
be very helpful. The application procedure was quite straight forward though there 
was one question we did not quite understand which we needed to consult for further 
advice.’ 
 
Among the focus group participants, there were not many comments about 
newcomers. However, some did mention that they found it a 'very good process for 
newcomers. It gives them something to try and makes it an easier sell…It can be 

very daunting for people who have never done this before. The two-step process provides 
a gentle entry – something small to ease them in gently.'  
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5. Quality of support 
 

This chapter of the review report examines the applicants’ levels of satisfaction with the 
support they receive when preparing an application. In particular, it looks at: 

 The tools provided to submit an Expression of Interest or full application (5.1) 
 The support provided by the programme bodies (mainly NCPs and JS) (5.2) 
 Clarity and transparency of application assessments and decisions (5.3) 

 
Key findings of the chapter: 
 

 While at both stages (EOI and FA), a similar percentage of lead beneficiaries reported 
contact with NCPs (67% vs. 69%), a much larger percentage reported contact with 
the JS at full application stage than when preparing an EOI (80% vs. 60%). 

 When it comes to levels of satisfaction provided by NCPs vs. JS, nearly the same 
average percentage say that the support from each is 'very useful' or 'useful' (92% 
vs. 94%, respectively). 

 The tools provided by the programme to support applicants in submitting EOIs and 
FAs, including fact sheets, events, the programme website, videos, and the Online 
Monitoring System, are considered useful, although the latter needs some technical 
improvements, according to some interviewees. Moreover, while 63% of EOI-
submitting respondents found programme events 'very useful' or 'useful' in helping 
them prepare an application, only 55% of those who have submitted full applications 
said the same. This leaves some room for improving events to help develop an EOI 
into a full application. 

 Many applicants and programme bodies would like there to be more one-to-one 
support for applicants throughout the application process, similar to the IVB 
programme when there was more direct contact between applicant and JS/NCP. 
However, it was also acknowledged in interviews that applicants should read the 
available guidance before asking for assistance 

 Among survey respondents who have submitted a full application, the majority (58%) 
find the assessment and selection process ’very clearly’ or ’clearly’ explained. Only 
15% are dissatisfied with the information available about how applications are 
selected. However, within the focus groups some participants said that there are 
discrepancies in assessments from EOI to a full application. One question that arose 
during this discussion was why are full applications rejected if they address the 
feedback from EOIs? 

 More coordination between NCPs and JS would be useful and helpful. 

 

5.1 Tools provided by the programme to submit the proposals 
 
Only 40% of respondents reported that they had submitted a project idea prior to 
formulating an Expression of Interest and/or full application. However, of those who 
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did, 63% think the opportunity to do so is useful or very useful. This gives the reader an 
idea about whether applicants are using all tools available to them; however, the bulk of 
survey questions focused on which tools and avenues applicants use when preparing an EOI 
or full application. 
 
Figure 24: Usefulness of events when preparing an EOI or full application (average across both 
types of application) 

 
 
When asked whether the events put in place by the programme and Member States to 
attract and support applications (Interwork events, seminars, North Sea Conference) have 
been useful, the majority of respondents replied in the affirmative. However, there is an 
interesting difference between those who submitted (or will submit) EOIs and those who 
have submitted full applications. While 63% of EOI-submitting respondents selected 'very 
useful' or 'useful', only 55% of those who have submitted full applications said the same. 
This leaves some room for improving events to help develop an EOI into a full application. 
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Figure 25: Usefulness of fact sheets when preparing an EOI or full application (average across 
both types of application) 

 
 
Similar to the role of events in project application support, the majority of respondents find 
the fact sheets produced by the JS to be useful or very useful. In fact, they are considered 
more useful than the events, with 81% of EOI applicants and 76% of full application 
applicants replying in the affirmative. 
 

When asked 'How effectively does the application procedure support applicants? How 
useful is the online monitoring system in helping submit either an EOI or full 
application?' there was a general consensus that the tools provided by the programme 
support the applicants throughout the application procedure. The JS felt that a change 

of mind-set in comparison to the previous programme was needed and about how it is 
communicated is important, as it has, in principle, been simplified. From the JS perspective 
the system’s user friendliness has improved since the IVB period. Said one member of JS 
staff, ‘If you look at it from objective point of view, it is very much easier than what we had 
in past and what is seen in other programmes. But there are still voices saying: "This can’t 
be done, this is ridiculous, this is heavy." Then we ask what is it that’s so hard the reply is 
often that they haven’t been into system and therefore haven’t tried it. This is a big 
challenge – whatever we write that people need to do, they often don’t read the instructions. 
And then it becomes more difficult.' However the learning curve, which comes with 
implementing any new system, should not be dismissed. 

According to some members of the SC the tools provided are very useful. They felt that the 
new OMS has allowed a change, in a positive direction, in terms of managing and processing 
applications. One respondent even said, "The fact that applications and information are 
available and transparent in the OMS ensures that all levels have access to relevant 
information, and can therefore base discussions and decisions on information readily 
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available to all." Some reported that they have heard it is very user friendly and even gives 
warnings to applicants if they are making a mistake. 

Some applicants and NCPs, however, felt that technical issues have made using the OMS 
more complicated than necessary – for example, Tech Support (by Apogee, the system 
developer) has advised them to work in Word before filling in application online, but the fact 
that the word count is calculated differently by the OMS is problematic. There is also the 
never-ending issue that users cannot assign their own password. Overall, respondents 
reported feeling comfortable with the OMS and were appreciative of the support from both 
the JS and the IT department. 

In addition, an overwhelming number of the respondents (lead applicants’ perspective) 
found that the fact sheets, events hosted by the programme, and video guidance were very 
useful. Finally, regarding the programme website interviewees felt that while it contains a 
lot of relevant information, it is difficult to navigate and get an idea of what information is 
needed by the different target groups. It could therefore be better organized. 

Suggestions by Interviewees: 

1. "The guidance was quite useful however there are too many links (for example to all the 
different Fact Sheets), which made us concerned that we potentially missed valuable 
information. I think it would be better with one document to get the full picture. Or 
alternatively have a content list of the “online full manual” which would help to define 
(and/or limit) the number of Fact Sheets – hence the full picture. My main concern that 
something was in a different folder and I had not looked therefore maybe missed valuable 
information." 

2. More practical examples involving state aid as some respondents have the impression 
that 'the Programme scares the applicants from using the state aid options.'  

3.  ‘If we agree to keep the two-step procedure, the SC should be stricter and more clear in 
our guidance. In a perfect world, the guidance for the first step is more extensive (feedback 
sessions etc.) and an approved project in the 1st step should then get such guidance that it 
ensures an almost guaranteed successful second step. That would improve our success rate 
and make the two-step approach worthwhile. Which is not the case at the moment.' 

Asked whether applicants are making the best use of guidance available to them, the JS 
staff respondents' opinion is no – many of the same mistakes are made over and over even 
though there is guidance publicly available. JS staff note that they have learned from the 
past and are trying a variety of approaches to providing guidance, i.e. written via fact 
sheets, videos, screen capture, examples on the website, events etc. 

Example: 'The trick here is to find real balance and to make applicants aware of elements 
that are really important for us from the programme perspective in terms of projects we’re 
looking for. But also important for them in terms of not falling into traps that make their 
application ineligible or unattractive.’ 
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NCPS also find that applicants don’t read the guidance first – they call with questions before 
trying to find the answers, which are often publicly available.  

5.2 Support provided by the programme bodies during the application process 
 

Survey respondents reported varied levels of interaction with National Contact Points 
and the Joint Secretariat during the application process.  

Figure 26: Lead beneficiaries' (with '+' sign) and beneficiaries' interaction with NCPs and JS at 
EOI and FA stages 

 

While at both stages (EOI and FA), a similar percentage of lead beneficiaries reported 
contact with NCPs (67% vs 69%), a much larger percentage reported contact with the JS 
at full application stage than when preparing an EOI (80% vs. 60%). However, among 
beneficiaries, a similar increase in the percentage of those contacting NCPs occurred 
between the EOI and FA stages. 
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Figure 27: Applicants' level of satisfaction with support provided by NCPs 

 

Figure 28: Applicants' level of satisfaction with support provided by the JS 

 

When it comes to levels of satisfaction provided by NCPs vs. JS, nearly the same average 
percentage say that the support from each is 'very useful' or 'useful' (92% vs. 94%, 
respectively). The respondents appear to appreciate the support they get more from the JS 
on full applications, and more from the NCPs on EOIs. However, from this feedback it 
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appears that overall both NCPs and the JS are providing a highly satisfactory level of 
assistance to applicants. 

JS members feel that there are many efforts to ensure that consistent advice is given 
to applicants throughout the two-step application process – for example, having the 
‘4-eye principle’ (one assessor and one co-reader for every assessment), 

recommending that two project advisors deliver feedback to project ideas, harmonizing the 
way JS staff present information at events, etc. This supports the opinions of the majority 
of interviewees: both the JS and NCPs are very approachable and knowledgeable. Therefore, 
the impression that NCPs and JS staff have is that their support is very useful, especially 
between the EOI and full application stages, as applicants can receive feedback both on 
technical and content related aspects to improve and prepare the full application. However, 
changing rules as the programme evolves have made it very difficult for JS staff to give 
consistent advice throughout the process. 
 
One interviewee argued that there are no clearly defined roles/separation of roles for NCP 
and JS at each stage of the application process. This, therefore, creates some confusion. 
The NCPs interviewed confirmed that they would prefer to have a more coordinated role 
together with the JS using a more structured/formalized working approach to better support 
applicants and thereby avoid overlap or giving inconsistent advice. The same interviewee 
went on to explain that another weakness they have noticed is that at times the advice 
being given to applicants does not always match the relevant application stage they are 
working on and that the advice is not always targeted correctly. Therefore, the programme 
should work towards establishing clearer lines for when information is relevant at the EOI 
stage.  
 
This was echoed by some of the applicants, who indicated that advice received from NCPs 
was not consistent throughout the process. Overall better coordination and communication 
between NCPs and JS, as well as more clearly defined roles and responsibilities for each, 
could be useful to applicants. Finally, the NCPs reported that they don't know anything/very 
much about the OMS or how to use it and need additional training. 
 
It was noted that the JS plays multiple roles in terms of support and providing consistent 
feedback. From the JS perspective the secretariat is responsible for advising on both 
technical aspects and content in support of decisions taken at the SC and MC meetings, e.g. 
guidance on content of the programme requirements and expectations of the programme 
in addition to technical aspects. 

Applicants and programme bodies alike feel it could be useful for the JS to provide more 
systematic one-on-one or individualised support to applicants in the project development 
phase. However, it was also recognized that this is difficult with limited resources and 
capacity on the part of the JS. Several interviewees also mentioned that there needs to be 
clearer information on the difference between expectations of EOI and FA – and that the JS 
and SC positions should be more consistent in this regard. 

Overall support from JS and NCPs has been well received by applicants – but any opportunity 
for support or feedback is much appreciated. In addition, events like the North Sea 
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Conference, interwork events, and speed dating are effective tools for project/partnership 
development.  

From the applicants’ perspective the main findings were: 

 Majority felt there was good communication and support from both the JS and NCPs 
 The JS is flexible and pragmatic in their approach to applicants' queries, which is very 

helpful and appreciated 
 It is sometimes difficult at times to get clear-cut answers to questions from the JS.  

  
Suggestions by Interviewees:  

1. Mandatory contact with National Contact Points – help to ensure guidance is delivered 
2. Provide more guidance through dialogue and additional targeted support – this will 
presumably lead to better quality applications 
3. The JS should promote that they are available and willing to help applicants before 
applying with an EOI – it is not always clear to applicants, for example, that they can receive 
feedback on project ideas. 
4. NCPs need to play a much bigger role.  
5. Member states can further support applicants, i.e. with supporting regional and local 
networks. 
6. The programme should continue to focus on guidance regarding project intervention logic 
and results – some programme bodies still do not understand what the core area of business 
is when reading an EOI/full application. 
7. Establish a more coordinated/structured work methodology between the JS and NCPs. 
8. Focus more on the impact of projects instead of only on the rules and regulations  
 
General remarks by Interviewees: 

With pre-assessments in IVB there was more direct contact with the applicant. Now the 
feedback/assessment they get is more technical; therefore, many applicants and 
Programme bodies wish for more one-to-one support throughout the application process. 

5.3 Transparency of the selection process 
 

The survey asked applicants who have been through the full application process 
whether the JS and SC provided sufficient information about the assessment of and 
decision on their application.  
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Figure 29: In your opinion, is the outcome of the full application assessment and selection 
process sufficiently explained to applicants? 

 

Among applicants that have submitted a full application, the majority (58%) find the 
assessment and selection process ’very clearly’ or ’clearly’ explained. Only 15% are 
dissatisfied with the process. 

One key feature discussed in the focus group sessions was the lack of transparency 
of the selection process. Some participants argued that there are discrepancies in 
assessments from EOI to a full application. They felt that the support to applicants 
and the transparency in the assessment is not always consistent; in other words, the 

feedback they receive and what happens at the next stage if they follow that advice don't 
always match. Asked one participant: why are full applications rejected if they address 
feedback from EOI? 
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6. Integration of results-based approach 
 

Are project applications to the NSRP integrating a results-based approach? As one of the 
goals of the new programme period, the results that are now required as part of an 
application are eagerly anticipated. But to what extent is the two-step approach contributing 
to their integration in the applications? This chapter looks at: 

 Procedures and tools to filter projects with a results-orientation at the EOI stage (6.1) 
 Perception among stakeholders of whether project applications’ results are sufficient 

– and to what extent they are the result of the two-step process (6.2) 
 
Key findings of the chapter:  
 

 The Cooperation Programme 2014-2020 and the Citizen Summary provide little 
information about the two-step process, more about the results-orientation of 
applications. However, neither is explicitly mentioned in connection with the other. 
This does not help the applicant understand how they should develop their results 
from one step of the application process to the next.  

 The two-step application procedure as well as the assessment process is clearly 
described in the programme's Fact Sheet 19 on the "Application Assessment 
Process". Given that the full application requires much more detail than the EOI, 
there is an even more direct focus on results-orientation at the second stage.  

 In general the Structural Funds 2014-2020 are more focused on results based on the 
shift within the EC regulations therefore the Programme intervention logic is built 
differently than before - fundamentally there has been a shift of paradigm from IVB 
to VB. 

 There is more of a focus on result orientation therefore, presumably better results – 
but no consensus that this can be attributed to the two-step approach. This mostly 
reflects outcome of survey regarding perception of result orientation 

 Looking from the point of view of the applicant many felt that it was positive with a 
two-step so that the JS/SC can identify early on if an application is on the right track 
with their results or not – and therefore tailor the feedback accordingly 

 Many agreed that until further progress in project implementation has been made – 
it will be difficult to see the real result orientation of VB projects though they can 
agree that efforts are being made to focus on promoting result orientation. 

6.1 Procedures and tools to filter projects with results-orientation at EOI stage 
 

This section analyzes to what extent the programme documents (e.g. Cooperation 
Programme and Citizen Summary), the application form, and the assessment process 
contribute to the results-orientation of projects with regard to the two-step approach. The 
first part examines how the two-step approach and the results-orientation are described in 
the supporting programme documents available to applicants. The second part includes the 
interpretation of the indirect contribution of procedures and tools to the result-orientation 
of projects. It includes an examination of how the application process is designed and the 
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application of the Joint Secretariat's quality assessment criteria during the assessment 
process.  
 
Cooperation Programme and Citizen Summary 

The Cooperation Programme provides the applicant with little information about the two-
step approach. It states that the attempt to simplify the application process "might include 
piloting a two-step application procedure where projects will get formal feedback on their 
proposed objectives, activities and results, and a decision on whether to proceed to the 
second step" (p. 7, cooperation programme). It also mentions that the "programme will test 
a 2-step application procedure." (p. 43) 
 
Page 139 of the Cooperation Programme provides a bit more detail about what is expected 
at each stage of the application process: "[p]rojects will submit a short form focused on 
results and key activities. Only projects successful in this step would be asked to complete 
a full application. This would reduce time and costs for developing unsuitable projects and 
would lower the barrier for new applicants." 
 
In the above text, the reader can already get an idea of how the filtering of projects with 
more results-orientation from expression of interest to full application works. The results-
orientation of projects is actually mentioned quite often and explicitly in the cooperation 
programme as well as the citizen summary, communicating to the reader that projects need 
to deliver good results and contribute to the overall result indicators of the programme 
("Projects are expected to commit to a strong result orientation").  
 
Participation in the programme is not limited to specific types of organizations and 
successful projects are selected based on "[t]he ability of a partner to contribute to the 
outputs and results identified for the specific objective." The documents also describe how 
the results-orientation should be carried out ("results should be based on joint action") and 
the need for a wider impact of the results: "[…] positive effects of results are not limited to 
the project partnership but are [supposed to be] communicated to the most important 
stakeholders in order to secure a durable legacy after the end of the project. Priority will be 
given to projects whose results have a good potential for transfer to other regions." Even 
the ownership of the produced results is dealt with in the documents: "It makes all project 
results available to the general public free of charge. This includes securing public access to 
the project results and includes no ownership by beneficiaries of intellectual property rights 
to the project results."  
 
The cooperation programme and the citizen summary provide information about both the 
two-step process and the results-orientation of applications, but neither is explicitly 
mentioned in connection with the other. This makes it quite difficult for the applicant to 
understand how they should develop their results from one step of the application process 
to the next.  
 
On the other hand it can be argued that the description of the approved first step, which 
allows the applicant to submit a full application, implicitly requires a much more focused 
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and more detailed second step and thereby implies a more results-oriented approach in step 
2. As described on page 7, one of the aims of the development of a two-step process was 
"to simplify the application process to reduce the work put into unsuccessful ideas and 
provide more uniform funding for detailed application development." 
 
Application form and assessment process 

The programme provides "a streamlined indicator system with a single result for every 
objective, a small range of core deliverables and greatly shortened list of outputs" 
(Cooperation Programme, p. 139). It provides a clear focus for applicants and by that 
supports the results-orientation of projects.  
 
When submitting an expression of interest applicants need to select a specific objective in 
one of the four thematic priorities. Applicants also have to focus on the project's overall and 
specific objectives as well as a general description of the results.  
 
When submitting a full application the applicants must also select a specific objective in one 
of the four priorities, describe the project's overall and specific objectives, and give a specific 
description of the results. The difference between the two applications is that the results 
have to be much more developed in the full application than in the EOI. They need to include 
an indicator, a target, a unit, and a definition. Thus, just by comparing the two types of 
applications, the more focused and detailed approach of a full application demonstrates the 
importance of the results-orientation of project applications. 
 
The two-step application procedure and assessment process are clearly described in the 
programme's Fact Sheet 19 on the "Application Assessment Process". The justification for 
the 2-step application procedure is much clearer in this document than in the Cooperation 
Programme and Citizen Summary. Whereas an expression of interest is described as "a 
relatively easy way for inexperienced partners and/or very innovative ideas to approach the 
programme and get a realistic assessment of whether funding is likely to be granted," the 
full application is a rather complex application, which is followed by a detailed assessment 
procedure.  
 
The assessment of an expression of interest includes six distinct categories in which the 
assessors must judge whether the content of the application is 'strong', 'sufficient', 'weak', 
or 'insufficient.' The assessment of a full application, in contrast, is more extensive and 
includes both a strategic section and an operational part.  
 
Both the assessment of an expression of interest and that of a full application focus on the 
project's contribution to programme objectives, results and outputs. Due to the fact that 
the full application is much more detailed (see application form), however, there is an even 
more direct focus on results-orientation than there is in the EOI.  
 
For the applicants, the quality requirements are clear and well explained by guiding 
questions set out in Fact Sheet 19. With these questions the significant focus on the results-
orientation of full applications is very clear.  
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6.2 Assessment and scoring procedure 
 
The scoring for the VB NSRP programme is based on a quantitative scoring element and a 
qualitative element for final recommendations. Individual sections of the assessment (and 
sub-sections, in the case of full applications) are given ratings of ‘strong,’ ‘sufficient,’ ‘weak,’ 
or ‘insufficient.’ An insufficient in any main section of a full application is automatic grounds 
for a recommendation for rejection, but this is the only hard and fast rule about the use of 
ratings by JS assessors to recommend a project for approval or rejection. While a project 
with several strong and sufficient scores will likely be recommended for approval, the 
recommendation for a project with some ‘sufficients’ and ‘weaks’ could go either way, 
depending on the grounds for those scores and the assessor’s overall evaluation of the 
application. 

The rating schema changed slightly from Call 1 to Call 2, when the Monitoring Committee 
voted to implement a more balanced distribution of scores. The ‘very strong,’ ‘strong,’ and 
‘sufficient’ scores tended more toward positive evaluations of the application (however, 
there was still an ‘insufficient.’) Thus, the ‘very strong’ rating was removed and ‘weak’ was 
introduced to allow more nuanced assessments.  

Assessments are carried out by JS project advisors and checked by the manager before 
being finalized and made available to members of the Steering Committee. Each assessment 
is read and assessed by a primary advisor and then co-read by a secondary advisor. This is 
referred to as the ‘four eyes’ policy. A written dialogue of comments and questions between 
the two advisors and, later, the manager, takes place in a text box within the assessment 
form before the final recommendation is made. The JS holds weekly update meetings on 
the assessments to monitor progress and discuss any difficult issues advisors are dealing 
with as they carry out their assessments in order to ensure harmonization in the approach 
taken across the four priorities. 

Once all assessments have been signed by both project advisors and approved by the 
manager, they are made visible to members of the Steering Committee in the Online 
Monitoring System. This always takes place exactly four weeks before the Steering 
Committee meeting. Individual countries’ delegations generally further discuss applications 
in their sub-committee meetings before entering their pre-votes and comments on the 
applications in the Online Monitoring System. None of the votes are visible to the others 
until all seven countries’ votes are entered. When this process is completed before the 
Steering Committee meeting as designed, members of the SC can see how their fellow 
members have voted: to approve, to reject, or 'for discussion' (this option was added after 
Call 1 because a lot of members pre-voted to reject solely because they wanted to discuss 
the assessment/application during the meeting.) From that point member country delegates 
can prepare their arguments (for or against what others have written/voted), which is 
intended to speed up the decision-making process at the meeting. However, it has only 
worked once – for Call 2. In the cases of Calls 1 and 3, at least one member country’s votes 
were not entered ahead of time, preventing others from seeing the votes until just before 
the start of the meeting.  

Overview of ratings for EOIs and FAs in Calls 1-3 
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As we have covered in section 3.3, there is general agreement between recommendations 
by the JS and decisions by the SC on project applications. In Call 3 it was 100%. This section 
presents a more micro-level view of the ratings given to both EOIs and full applications from 
Calls 1-3 on the level of category conclusions in the assessment, i.e. SAC1, SAC2, etc. - 
however, it does not include the ratings for the individual sub-questions. 

Figure 30: JS assessment ratings (main assessment headings) across priorities on EOIs - Call 1 
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Figure 31: JS assessment ratings (main assessment headings) across priorities on FAs - Call 1 

 
Figure 32: JS assessment ratings (main assessment headings) across priorities on EOIs - Call 2 
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Figure 33: JS assessment ratings (main assessment headings) across priorities on FAs - Call 2 

 

Figure 34: JS assessment ratings (main assessment headings) across priorities on EOIs - Call 3 

 

As Figures 30-34 show, the use of the rating ‘sufficient’ was far more prevalent than that of 
‘strong’ or ‘very strong’ in Call 1, although more full applications were rated ‘strong’ than EOIs. 
The same was true in Calls 2 and 3. However, EOIs rated sufficient in Call 2 were far fewer than 
those with the same rating in Call 1. Full applications assessed as ‘sufficient’ were roughly the 
same across all three calls, although there were variations across the priorities. 
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6.3 Perception of the results orientation among stakeholders 
 

The survey did not include many questions directly asking about the results-
orientation of projects, at least insofar as it affects the application process. One 
question that indirectly asked about the additional details about results – when 
moving to the full application stage – was to what degree the respondent felt their 

application changed from the EOI stage to the full application.  

Figure 35: Perception on the change of the application between the initial concept and the full 
application 

 
 
Most respondents to the survey (51%) reported that their project application changed only 
partially between the EOI and full application stages. Eleven percent stated that their project 
changed significantly, while 12% found it did not change at all. 
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Figure 36: Perception of results-orientation of applications in two-step process 

 

When it comes to whether the two-step application procedure actually facilitates the 
formulation of a results-oriented project, 25% responded positively. However, nearly the 
same percentage (30%) stated that having two formal application steps makes no difference 
to the results-orientation of the project application, while 26% reported that they have no 
opinion on the matter. In other words, the opinions were quite evenly split across the three 
opinions. 

However, from the information applicants gave about the complexity of the individual parts 
of the applications – both EOIs and full applications – one can see better how they feel about 
the results section. 

Figure 37: Applicants' perception of filling out EOI application forms, broken down by section 
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Figure 38: Applicants' perception of filling out full application forms, broken down by section 

 

When it comes to the actual work of filling out an application, the responses demonstrate 
the difficulty applicants have with the results section. On both EOIs and full applications 
levels of difficulty dominate in the objectives and results sections. In terms of EOIs, the 
majority of respondents report that ‘project objectives and results’ are ‘somewhat difficult’ 
or ‘very difficult’ (53%). On full applications, 52% find that filling in the ‘objectives, outputs, 
and results’ is ‘somewhat’ or ‘very difficult.’ 

There is a general perception from programme bodies interviewed that the VB 
programme is more results oriented than the 2007-2013 period. However, the 
Structural Funds 2014-2020 are more focused on results based on the shift within the 

EC regulations; therefore, the programme’s intervention logic is built differently - 
fundamentally there has been a shift of paradigm from IVB to VB.  

Several respondents underlined that there has been greater communication to the project 
community about focus and tangibility. This means, concretely, giving projects a better idea 
of what types of results are expected and putting more focus on including realistic results 
in the applications at an earlier stage in the process. The use of the feedback from both the 
JS and SC when moving from the EOI stage to a full application was considered particularly 
useful and many have seen a change in the right direction in terms of better results when 
moving from the EOI to the full application stage. Some interviewees noted that results at 
FA stage have improved over the calls and though applicants still struggle with the difference 
between outputs and results because there is a steep learning curve and sometimes the 
difference can be tricky to explain, their understanding has improved over time. One 
interviewee representing a programme body responded that, "In the past (call1) applicants 
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had a weaker understanding of the concept of result orientation at EOI stage compared to 
a more comprehensive understanding of results orientation at the FA stage. But looking at 
more recent calls (2 and 3) we can see there is growing understanding of the results 
orientation at the earlier stage. Having the 1st step has helped projects developing better 
results for the full application." An SC member also noticed that there has been an increased 
focus in the work of the sub-committees on results orientation.  

These viewpoints are complemented by the perspective of some lead applicants who believe 
that because "ideas are quite complex and time is needed to develop good projects and a 
good partnership that feels they are connected/anchored to the project" the time between 
the EOI and full application allowed them to better develop a more focused application and 
results together with their partners, which will hopefully lead to better implementation of 
the project. This contrasts with the preparation of the EOI, which is mainly carried out by 
the coordinating or lead organization. 

In addition, applicants mentioned that they often struggled to convince potential partners, 
that it was necessary to write a conceptual plan (EOI) but already have concrete results in 
mind even though the project would not be starting for at least year. "They find that the 
concrete result requirement is very difficult because they don't have to provide a work plan 
at EOI stage. If a work plan were required, it would be easier to see what type of results 
you would produce in the end." However, many applicants felt that the two-step process 
had a positive impact on the results orientation because the JS/SC could identify early on if 
an application was on the right track with their results or not – and therefore tailor their 
feedback accordingly. 

Further to this respondents felt that the guidance material produced via the fact sheets, 
videos, examples etc. demonstrated a strong shift in focus, reinforced at events like 
Interwork, and that the programme has set the bar higher in terms of what they will accept. 
This is also supported by the fact that the SC is still heavily discussing result indicators and 
most approved projects have been requested in the contract negotiation phase to come up 
with new results. 

Of those who believe results orientation has improved, not all are convinced it is due to the 
introduction of the two-step application approach. For example, some in the JS feel that 
they have improved because people have understood that ‘it’s 'do or die' at the FA stage – 
if you don’t have everything there you simply won’t get approved. So where people used to 
be applying a more flexible approach – able to adjust results – that option is not there in 
the same way. It seems to be mostly at the FA stage because people haven’t gotten that 
far with results at EOI stage.’ 

While many respondents shared the above viewpoint, many also answered there has been 
no real change, that they are not sure if there has been a change, that the question was 
difficult to answer or that even though there may be higher quality results orientation this 
same outcome could occur if a rejected FA came back. Therefore, while some felt there was 
quite a clear contribution of the two-step approach to increased result orientation not all 
respondents agreed.  
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7. Overall thoughts and opinions on the VB application 
procedure 

 

Based on survey responses, focus group discussions, and interviews, this chapter examines 
applicants' and other stakeholders' thoughts and opinions on the two-step procedure and 
whether the current application process should be altered. The chapter includes: 

 Applicants’ and beneficiaries’ views on the application procedure 
 Pros and cons of the procedure by survey respondents, interviewees, and focus group 

participants 
 Suggestions for improvements to the current application procedure 

 
Key Findings: 

 More than one third of applicants (both EOIs and FAs) found the application more 
time-consuming than they had expected. However, more EOI applicants found the 
process less time consuming than anticipated, while more FA applicants found the 
process of filling out a full application as time consuming as they had expected. 

 Applicants who have participated in both IVB and VB find the process of applying as 
simple and clear in VB as in IVB; however, the majority of VB applicants also find 
that the overall process of getting final approval for a project is slower than in the 
IVB programme. 

 The largest percentage of respondents to the two survey questions about which 
application procedure they would prefer (45% and 47%, respectively) selected a 
'modified two-step' among the response options.  

 Pros and cons are consistent across all sources of data for this report: while many 
find that the EOI helps them save time, helps them focus the application, reduces 
effort on a one-shot full application, improves the application overall, and provides 
welcome feedback early on, these are countered by the overwhelming disadvantage 
of the amount of time the application process takes, the amount of effort two 
applications take, and the risk of losing partners over the time period between EOI 
submission and final SC decision on the FA. 

 Suggestions for improving the two-step procedure include shrinking the total 
timescale, simplifying and 'un-formalizing' the process, and providing more one-to-
one feedback. 

7.1 Applicants', beneficiaries', and programme bodies' views of the two-step 
approach 

 
The last section of the survey focused on the two-step application process and 
respondents' opinions thereof. We asked respondents to judge whether the task of 
completing an application (both EOI and FA) was more or less time-consuming than 

they expected, and for those who had participated as applicants during the IVB programme, 
whether they found the current applications simpler or more complicated than the 
application used previously. We also asked whether those who participated in the NSRP 
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between 2007 and 2013 thought the two-step application process as a whole was faster or 
slower than the application process used in the IVB programme. Finally, we asked which 
type of process they would prefer if they had a choice, what they found to be the pros and 
cons of the current two-step approach, and how it could be improved. 

Figure 39: From your point of view, the application procedure is...? 

 
Among respondents who have submitted a full application, the expectations of the time 
demands are much more in line with reality than for those who have submitted an 
expression of interest. Nearly half of full application applicants found it to be as time-
consuming as expected, while 36% found it more but only 3% found it less time-consuming. 
For EOI applicants, however, 41% found it less time-consuming and 31% found it more 
time-consuming but only 6% thought it would be as time-consuming as it turned out to be. 
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Figure 40: In comparison to the IVB programme, the two-step application process in the VB 
programme is... 

 

When asked to compare the VB two-step application process with the one-step application 
procedure used in the IVB programme, only 20% of respondents reported that the two-step 
approach is simpler and clearer, while 31% said it was as simple and clear as the process 
used in the IVB programme, 14% think it is less simple and clear, and the same percentage 
see advantages to both approaches in terms of clarity and simplicity.  
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Figure 41: In comparison to the IVB programme, the two-step application process in the VB 
programme is... 

 

However, when it comes to the overall speed of the procedures, a full 53% said the two-
step approach takes more time and only 3% said it was in some ways faster and in others 
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With the above opinions in mind, which type of application procedure did the applicants say 
they preferred? 

Figure 42: If you had a choice, which type of application procedure would you prefer? (all 
applicants) 

 

Of all respondents to the survey who answered the question of which type of application 
procedure they would prefer, 45% stated a modified two-step approach, while 35% said 
they would like to remain with the current two-step approach. 
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Figure 43: If you were involved in a project approved through the one-step procedure in the IVB 
progamme, and you have gone through the entire two-step application procedure in the VB 
programme, which do you prefer? 

 

Among those who said they had completed an application in both the IVB and VB 
programmes, the percentages were similar: 47% prefer the one-step procedure, including 
the written pre-assesment, and 41% the two-step application process used in the VB 
programme. Only 13% of all respondents reported ‘neither' on the matter. Together the two 
graphs show that applicants would like to see a modified application procedure. 

Overall beneficiaries appreciate the two-step approach for the following reasons: 

1. They receive feedback early on and if rejected they don’t waste time on a full 
application. If approved it is easy to convince partners to join as their idea has been 
'validated' from SC and this seands a positive signal. 

2. They feel they can test out their idea. 
3. There is lower risk as there is no financial commitment at step 1. 

However, there were some concerns that EOIs are currently too abstract. A reason given 
for this was that some private sector beneficiaries were hesitant to provide too much 
information on what they would actually contribute to a project because state of the art 
would have long changed by the time a project was up and running. In other words, what 
is relevant at application stage is no longer relevant 1.5 years in the future. As one lead 
applicant mentioned, "This makes it rather impossible to describe what kind of partnership 
will be used to come up with solution to gather data. I have been involved in 3 EOIs that 
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were not successful because lots of enterprises were involved and they did not provide much 
information. From my perspective the best projects succeed because they have thought 
hard about the work plan. If there were one question in the EOI that asked more from the 
consortium about what they will actually do, it might make the EOI less abstract."  

In addition, some lead applicants felt that it was difficult to keep the momentum of a project 
application going due to the long time frame, that they lost partners between the EOI and 
FA stages, and that it was difficult to bring on and integrate the new ideas of partners after 
the EOI had been approved. 

Perspective of the Applicants: 

When applicants were asked about the duration of the two-step approach the majority 
indicated that the duration is simply too long. However, the procedure/process is not 
complex, as such, since it has been well communicated that the Programme has 

adopted a two-step approach. What has been confusing is the changes in the way the calls 
are organized – Call 1 was different from Call 2, which was different from Call 3, and it was 
hard to get a consistent message about the differences out to potential applicants. 
Moreover, partnerships need to submit two applications and as EOIs are quite extensive 
workwise, a two-step application process is more work. However, the applicants felt that 
the alternative is to 'write a full app (even more work) and run the risk of the focus not 
matching the angel set out by NSR. With a two-step app the applications have the potential 
to have advice on how to get further.' Along the same lines, from the applicants' perspective 
a two-step application also limits the amount of time wasted by both the applicants and the 
JS as poor quality or poor fit applications would be eliminated early on. Applicants advocated 
for the option to send in the second step more often, for example, twice a year. With that 
possibility, they would not be as concerned with the potential turnover in partners or 
partners’ commitment as they are now.  

Example from LB respondent: 'I am in favour of the two-step approach - and therefore I 
think it has simplified the process - though there are both costs and benefits which need to 
be considered. The benefits are that you really have the opportunity to bring together 
partners once the idea (EOI) has been approved which is sometimes harder before the 
concept has really been developed, you also have time to solidify your approach, think 
through and develop the logic and focus on what the impacts will really be. Additionally, 
less risky early on as partners do not need to financially commit at the first time. However 
- overall the duration is just too long.' 

Perspective of Programme bodies: 

There were a mix of opinions about whether the two-step is more complicated for 
applicants – though again there was a majority who felt that the time it takes from 
submission of EOI to approval of an FA is too long – however, a couple of respondents 

said the time frame was not a problem. 

Some of the Programme bodies (MC and JS) were asked how they felt the MC3 decision to 
split calls has impacted the implementation of programme delivery. A majority responded 
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that it has slowed the implementation and that there is a fear of decommitment; however, 
it was important to bear in mind the issue of resource availability and capacity, which should 
be carefully considered with any changes going forward.  

One MC respondent said, "JS pointed out the huge workload of combined EOI and FA calls, 
so there is more at play than just the member states’ opinion," while another member 
indicated that the Monitoring Committee has taken a decision with consensus, which may 
have pros and cons, but that it is important to stick by those decisions and give them a 
chance to reach their potential instead of always trying to find a way out when things get a 
bit difficult. Further, instead of trying to point the finger at individual aspects, like the two-
step, it would be better to try and see the bigger picture with the end goal in sight and use 
the building blocks that have been agreed upon. Yet again, some programme bodies feel 
that the 1st step confuses some applicants. For example, they have to provide a budget 
without having to define or specify the activities. This makes the projects difficult to assess. 
In addition, it can be difficult for the LB to keep the partnership together for a long period.  

Others feel that the applicants do not spend too much time on the EOI and instead focus on 
the advice from JS / SC before submission of the full application. This makes the application 
procedure simpler even if it is more time consuming. Yet again there is a difference of 
opinion of how extensive the EOI stage is actually supposed to be. 

It was mentioned that one of the hardest things at the EOI stage is to have the partners in 
place (as mirrored by opinions of some lead applicants above) – and that given the limited 
time frame (according to some interviewees) between the approval of the EOI and 
submission of the full application - it is always be feasible to get the right partners on board. 
According to an NCP 'On one hand the overall process is way too long – but at the same 
time there is an imbalance in the timing which is fundamental.' 

Most programme bodies agreed that the two-step approach implied higher costs for the 
applicants (though also a lower risk) – but many were not convinced of the benefit thus far 
for the Programme in the long term. However, it should be noted that some members felt 
that with the two-step there is a higher chance for project approval and therefore costs in 
theory are compensated for. Some noted an improvement of quality between the EOI and 
full application as we can see that there are pilots and more tests taking place, whereas at 
the EOI stage many times reports are only indicated. There seems to be a greater focus on 
more result orientation but respondents were not sure if the Programme is in fact getting 
better quality projects in the end. Many interviewees were skeptical if the Programme in 
reality is really getting what we want – more impact and clearer results – in theory this 
should be the case but there was not consensus. It may also be too early to know the real 
benefits for the Programme.  

Of those that did feel that better quality projects are being submitted and approved, they 
did not necessarily attribute this to the introduction of the two-step approach. Some say it 
is because there has been a shift in the paradigm of the Programme while others mention 
other reasons which could have attributed to improved quality of applications and results 
include:  
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 people are getting more used to new programme approach as time passes 
 advice is becoming more consistent  
 SC position is becoming more consistent 

 
In addition, it was mentioned that FAs that are rejected because they are too general often 
re-apply and have a high chance for approval. It was questioned if the approach is therefore 
not similar to the two-step as applicants may end up with the same result but would have 
saved time. However, this was mentioned to be contextual based on how the current calls 
are split but thought that there may have a different outcome if calls for EOIS and FAs were 
run in parallel.  

Some Programme bodies still feel that the SC has difficulty finding consensus on what a 
good project is and what good results consist of.  'We will really only see though via the 
implementation which cannot be assessed now. Sometimes great application on paper and 
crap implementation plus vice versa.'  Several programme members also felt that the 
feedback and support from JS as part of IVB pre–assessment was very useful and should 
be considered an option when considering amendments to the two-step application 
approach. 

7.2 Pros and cons of the two-step approach 
 

Asked what the pros and cons of the two-step approach are, survey respondents' 
free-form replies could be grouped into several categories. Among the pros, the most 
frequently mentioned was 'saves time', followed by 'less effort', 'provides early 
feedback', 'helps focus the application', and 'improves the application.' 

 
Figure 44: Pros of the two-step approach, grouped by category (number of mentions) 
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Cons were led by 'application process too long' and followed by 'risk of losing partners', 
'requires a lot of effort' and 'time consuming' (which could be related to the first category.) 
  
Figure 45: Cons of the two-step approach, grouped by category (number of mentions) 

 
 

When asked to give the pros and cons of the two-step application process, 
interviewees mentioned a number of unique issues. These reflect what interviewees 
mentioned; there is no intentional ranking of their responses. 

 
Pros: 

 inclusion of stakeholders from an early stage 
 applicants can check their ideas without too much effort and the SC can decide at 

an early stage what is of interest for them and what is not; but that it must be 
clear that if you don't have to be too detail oriented, that the decision-making 
process must also take this into account; 

 gives projects more time to develop and of course the advice they get from SC 
helps to direct them toward programme needs at an early stage; 

 benefit for newcomers: the two-step could be a good supporting tool to help them 
develop an idea as it provides a slower pace, more time to understand framework 
of programme and programme rules. It also gives them time to start out in the 
NSR community; 

 depending on the type of organisation –the two-step could be considered useful as 
they are not required to tie their finances from day 1; therefore, there is a lower 
risk for financial commitment at early stage, which could be considered appealing; 

 member states can have opinion on EOIs, which is positive because it creates more 
ownership of projects that can come forward;  
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 hopefully more and better results in the end; 
 reduced time spent on EOIs is a benefit for the rejected EOIs; 
 the quality of FAs has improved; 
 more support and contact of applicants with JS and NCPs when going from EOI to 

FAs. JS has special events to give guidance to applicants between stages; 
 "there is the possibility between the EOI and FA to have a good regional and local 

anchorage or foundation – for them to influence the process and for the project to 
get the right partners and people involved. Possibility for getting a signal that this 
is a project idea that works and that applicants don't put so much time into a FA 
that it is so difficult to understand. " 

 the programme’s improved ability to select and approve projects that are better in 
line with programme objectives and national and regional policy, due to the 
possibility to put more emphasis on linking up projects to programme, national and 
regional priorities. This in turn increases the likelihood of delivering tangible results 
with a long-term impact; 

 "if someone has a project that fits perfectly in the framework a1 step application is 
fine - but if someone has a project that proposes an idea with a slightly alternative 
angle - then two-step is good. Applicants would not have to put in all the work of a 
full application to find out the programme does not find the project relevant for the 
particular call. Hence not wasting the time of either the JS or the applications. 1st 
step gives you chance to test your idea."  

 "internal experience and knowledge on writing applications varies - sometimes 
there is a huge discrepancy and the two-step gives feedback on what the 
Programme wants – i.e. level of details. This helps internally to establish common 
knowledge among those involved in writing the application;" 

 "applicants really have the opportunity to bring together partners once the idea 
(EOI) has been approved which is sometimes harder before the concept has really 
been developed, giving time to solidify the approach, think through and develop the 
logic and focus on what the impacts will really be." 
 

Cons: 
 it takes too long; 
 too many different views from too many different stakeholders on a project idea;  
 resource-demanding on the administrative side (JS side);  
 two SC decisions needed instead of just one; 
 if EOI fails there is no way to come with FA – applicants need to go through whole 

process again;  
 needs a lot of planning, especially on the JS side; 
 workload and expectations for project beneficiaries particularly for the EOI are too 

high; 
 processing time is way too long, like up to 18-24 months is really a disadvantage; 
 "timeline is the main problem especially the imbalance between the time allotted to 

prepare and assess Expression of Interests and full application. Specifically the time 
used to evaluate the expressions of interest is too long and in general the EOI 
process is far too long. On the other hand, the time between getting an approved 
EOI and submission of a full application is too short. If the process should take a 
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take a year people need most time between an approved EOI and preparing a full 
application, therefore the balance of time is wrong. Additionally, the time it takes to 
evaluate the EOI is too long" 

 Higher costs for applicant 
 
When asked to give the pros and cons of the two-step application process, the focus 
groups addressed several unique and interesting issues (bolded text indicates that 
the comment was made in both focus groups). 
 

Pros:  

 first stage allows applicant/assessor to see if there is a good fit, develop idea, look 
for partners, check whether it fits into the call  

 limited amount of work 
 does not waste people's times – if an idea doesn’t fit, you find out early on 
 get ideas checked – see what's feasible 
 early commitment leads to serious applications 
 tightens focus of applications 
 EOI = emergency stop early on 
 teaser - you don’t have to commit yourself 
 very good process for newcomers – give something a try. easier to sell to 

newcomers – very daunting for people who have never done this before. Gentle 
entry – something small to ease them in gently.  

 forces you to think through idea and validate – from the beginning 
 good to have idea validated – early on 
 get feedback for the full application 
 time to build trust in partnership 
 still possible to change, add partners, improve the application 
 you are not stuck to partnership you describe – you can add partners/other 

countries 
 once its approved – it helps to convince partners to get on board – adds motivation 

in partnership – helps to get money/resources committed 
 your organization takes you more seriously if idea is approved – internal support 

increases because you have gotten the 'European stamp of approval' - reduces risk 
for beneficiaries/partnership 

 approval at first stage helps boost political support 

    Cons: 
 underestimated work of EOI – too much work – much more than a project idea – 

EOI requires 85% of the work on a full application (some disagreed with this) – too 
much with split of budget 

 length of time – duration – of entire process: far too long! lose support, 
enthusiasm, partners, people, SMEs, innovation, financial commitments during 2 
years  

 discrepancies in scoring from EOI to FA 
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 entire process too long – from start of EOI to approval of full application or 
rejection 

 time scale for re-application also very long 
 difficult for private sector to get involved – would advise no SMEs to participate but 

to hire them as experts instead as they work in short sprints  
 Long process kills possibility for innovation; Interreg does not support this 
 feedback from EOI is not clearly spelled out – needs to be clearer – if something is 

crucial it really needs to be spelled out.  
 when you do an EOI – and follow up on recommendations – follow the 

requirements – but still rejected…does not make sense 
 not enough one-on-one support between EOI and full application, no 'taking 

you by the hand' (NWE example) 
 time frame for getting results of EOI are too long 
 work load to evaluate EOIs – for secretariat – too much – down sized EOIs -  
 miss that EOI is a development instrument, EOI is too detail-oriented, too difficult 

at EOI stage to identify results 
 lose a lot of time because FAs and EOIs are not run in parallel – 
 cannot do anything with feedback of EOI– because time is too long until next EOI 

stage 
 EOI term is misleading; 'first stage application' is more appropriate – think it should 

only be sketch – too much is required – people took it too lightly 

7.3 Suggestions for improvements to the two-step procedure 
 
More than 40 of the survey respondents provided suggestions on how the two-step 
procedure could be improved. These are grouped according to main headings: 
 

Reduce timescale: 
 Less time between each application round. 
 Shorter process between EOI en FA 
 Shorter application time.  
 Total procedure run within one year 
 Speed up decision making. The Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme operate a 

preparatory application process which is much simpler and optional.  Possibly 
making the stage 1 optional is the way forward. Another factor worth considering is 
the fact that preparatory calls in NPA are made by the Secretariat, so speeds up 
decison-making process to 1 month (with exception of summer).  

 Step 1 - quick feedback on project idea and Step 2 - develop full application within 
half a year TOTAL 

 Shorter time frame between stages 
 Shorter timescale for the decision on full application 
 The time between submission of full application (march 16) and the result (sept 16) 

was very long! This should be earlier. 

Support: 

 More contact with the secretariat 
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 Better feedback. Help the applicant! 

Simplify/make process less formal: 

 Simplify the EOI step 
 Simplify the application form, make the decision time shorter, maybe a pre 

selection, simplify the authorized signatory procedure, make the first step more 
informal  

 Less details 
 Reduce the requirements of the initial EOI and offer early feedback before going on 

to full application. 
 No committee approval on step one, just brief feedback from project 

advisor/national contact point 
 Skip the formal part and go back to feedback  
 Informal feedback from JS during project development. 
 I am all in favour of an (informal) pre-assessment done by the JS with some feed-

back for a full application 
 Better EOI analysis. Faster turn-around. Better documentation. Co-design with 

users would have helped deliver a more robust system 
 Making the 1st step informal: it could be obligatory in that it must have been done, 

but there with no approval/rejection. The 1st step still improves project quality, but 
does not cost too much time. Clearly there should be rules on the minimal quality 
of a proposal before it will be reviewed  

 Make it less formalized 
 Informalize the first step, so that not the full SC needs to approve, open EOI 

independent from calls. 
 Use the 1st step as an informal but written pre-assesment based on an idea, not on 

a developed project  

Other: 

 Do away with it and revert to the old system. 
 More frequent deadlines (and allowing for first and second step at each deadline), 

rethinking the format of the EOI form and of the application form. If the forms and 
the questions we need to answer become more focused on the results and activities 
leading to results - provides a structure where these things come naturally. Then 
the process will also seem easier.  

 Clearer outline on what info is necessary in each step 
 Possibility to adjust small shortcomings after rejection of full application 
 Reduce first step to simple pre-assessment 
 Introduce short project of up to 18 months - with a view of continuing to 36/48 

months dependent on results 
 Lighter touch and advice based process could deliver similar outcomes 
 Scale down EOI to max 15 pages with objectives, project description and structure 

(WPs), list of partners (not yet all admin), overall budget (without details along 
partners) 

 Potentially a fast track route for projects which can provide a justification.     
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 Flexibility: giving the chance for EOI and full applications to be submitted 
depending on the project readiness level/ minimizing the evaluation time of EOI 
and FA. 

 Increase number of calls (reduce time between calls), OR open calls for step 1 and 
step 2 simultaneously (as the NWE programme does) 

 Include an informal discussion / pitching of the idea before the EOI is submitted to 
ensure a better quality EOI 

 Follow H2020 rules 
 Better description of what you need to know. It is well explained in the 

conferences, but less in the on-line system. Maybe you should provide an example? 
 It could be a bit sharper and more selective! This in the sense of giving a clear 

direction for those projects which seem to be feasible for a successful full-
application. 

 Make the EOI shorter. Concentrate on key contents, e.g. WP structure. 
 Clarify at national level in order to enable National Contact Points to give sound and 

relevant advice  
 More critical feedback at project idea stage, less onerous expression of interest. 

 
Interviewees suggested several ways to address the problem of the long duration of the 
application process: 

1. To have the possibility to open calls where the 1st step (EOI) is not mandatory so 
full applications could be fast tracked – while those who would prefer to use the first 
step still have that option. 

2. Timing of events should be reconsidered to provide the best possible feedback and 
support to those developing EOIs. For example, have events half-time (after three 
months or three months before) for all newcomers…" 

3. Possibility to submit a FA as a draft where the JS would do a review of the overall 
concept – then provide feedback to applicants – applicants would then re-work and 
re-submit. There would be a Full Assessment which is sent to the SC for 
consideration. 

4. The ideal would be to have 2 calls a year for full applications with a t ime period of 
ideally 6-8 months but absolutely no longer than 12 months. Last funding period the 
turnaround time was 6 months –it was expressed that this was ideal for beneficiaries. 

5. One proposal could be an open EOI call (rolling basis with no deadline) with a written 
procedure or virtual/skype meeting: Two weeks JS – SC two weeks to respond. 

6. Go back to pre-assessment as was done in IVB 
 
There were a number of suggestions on how to improve the two-step application 
procedure from focus group participants. Different options were offered on how calls 
should be organised in the future. One key comment was that the two-step application 
should not be mandatory. The main objective was to find out what actually gives most 

added value to the applicants. However, it was also emphasised that if the two-step process 
would remain, EOIs and full applications should run at the same time.  
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Suggestions for improvement (again, bolded text indicates that the comment was made 
in both focus groups): 

 not mandatory two-step application 
 down size EOIs 
 if two-step system stays – EOI and Full applications at same time 
 help applicants more 
 limit the first stage – to main ideas, overall budget (too early for concrete 

outputs/results) – keep it open, keep in main objectives  
 informalizing process of EOIs – should be able to submit EOIs at any time – limit to 

2-3 SC members give approval 
 must have advice from secretariat  - 3 months in advance – to be able to submit to 

a FA 
 project idea – pre-assessment – as IVB – but a bit more rules 
 overall – much shorter decision making process 
 Keep It Simple 
 Executive committee of SC – for EOIs decision making 2-3 members 
 why physical meetings of SC? Maybe Skype for first stage application decisions? 
 clarify questions and make them more specific 
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8. Key findings and recommendations 
 

8.1 Summary of the most relevant findings and recommendations 
 
The report shows a wide range of opinions on the subject of the two-step approach, and the 
application procedure more generally. However, while there are different points of view 
across the groups of stakeholders that answered the survey, took part in the focus groups, 
and participated in the interviews, some common themes / key findings emerged: 

 Overall approval rates in the VB programme until now do not differ greatly from the 
IVB period. They have risen from Call 1 to Call 3, and especially from Calls 2 to 3. 
However, whether this is a result of the two-step review is uncertain. 

 Whether the two-step approach has, until now, attracted newcomers to the 
programme is also unclear. While the number of newcomers is around 50%, we do 
not know if they are joining because of the two-step application process or for other 
reasons. 

 The tools provided by the programme to support applicants in submitting EOIs and 
FAs, including fact sheets, events, the programme website, videos, and the Online 
Monitoring System (OMS), are considered useful, although the latter needs some 
technical improvements, according to some interviewees. 

 Support by the National Contact Points (NCPs) and Joint Secretariat (JS) is 
appreciated but both groups could make some improvements in terms of coordinating 
better with one another and – especially important to note – provide more one-to-
one support to projects at the development to full application stage. This pertains, in 
particular, to the results projects aim to achieve. 

 Many applicants and beneficiaries appreciate the opportunity to ‘try out’ an idea 
through the EOI stage. However, the overall timeline of the application process is, in 
most people’s opinion, too long. There are also differing opinions about what should 
be expected of an EOI and how strictly it should be assessed.  

 There is also concern that the original intent of the EOI – to receive more steering 
from the Steering Committee (SC) at early stage – has not been realized. 

8.2 Detailed description of the evaluation findings and recommendations5 
 
Role of Programme Bodies: 
1. Has the two-step approach made the application process more efficient (workload and 
time) regarding support to applicants, assessment and decision-making (SC, NCP, JS)? 

                                        

5 It should be noted that some questions found in Table 1 have been adjusted and/or combined according to the data 
obtained from the survey, interview and focus groups. 
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Findings: The majority of interviewees said it did NOT make the application process more 
efficient because it meant the work needed to be carried out twice (both at the 1st and 2nd 
steps) by applicants and programme bodies, especially JS, sub-committees, and SC. 
However, the rejection of EOIs does eliminate projects based on ideas that don't fit the 
programme, unrealistic goals and budgets, poorly constructed partnerships, etc., which 
saves the programme time and effort. It was also noted that the split of time spent on EOIs 
by the JS and SC was not balanced and the overall time frame of the application procedure 
is too long. 

Suggested recommendation/s: Rethink the two-step approach so that it maximizes 
resource capacity across all programme bodies and at the same time reduces the timeline 
of the application procedure. 

 Scenario 1: Replace the EOI with a draft full application 
 Scenario 2: Reduce the EOI to a concept note 
 Scenario 3: Keep the current structure of the EOI but allow applicants to submit EOIs 

on a rolling basis. Consider voting on EOIs via Written Procedure or meetings via 
Skype/video conference.  

 Scenario 4: Replace the current application procedure with the IVB application 
procedure (pre-assessment and full application) 
 

2. What are the concrete costs/benefits at the programme level after the switch? 

Findings:  
Costs: Twice the time and resources are needed for assessments and decision making on 
the part of JS and SC, programme support on the part of JS, NCPs, MC and SC, 
administration of two types of applications. 
 
Benefits:  

 JS and SC can give feedback and input early on and eliminate the potential time 
spent on full applications that would have been rejected if they hadn't gone through 
the EOI first.  

 The programme approves better quality projects – specifically an improvement 
moving from EOI to FA stage as there is more piloting/testing taking place, whereas 
at the EOI stage it is only reports which are indicated.  

 There seems to be a greater focus on results orientation at FA stage, although this is 
not necessarily due to the two-step approach (see below) 

 Higher chance for project approval and therefore costs in theory are compensated 
for. In Call 3 the programme saw a higher rate of approval of full applications 
 

However, many are not convinced of the benefit to the programme in the long term. Many 
interviewees were skeptical of whether the programme is really meeting its aims – more 
impact and clearer results. While this should be the case there was no consensus that it is 
the case. It may also be too early to know the real benefits for the programme.  

Suggested recommendation/s: No recommendation at this time 
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3. How has the 2 step application approach impacted programme delivery? 
 
Findings: This is being addressed in a paper on decommitment to be discussed at MC 
meeting #5. 
 
4. How has the 2-step application approach impacted the Steering Committee in the 
implementation of the Programme at an earlier stage of their development towards the 
desired outcomes of the Programme? 

Findings: Overall the initial purpose has not been met as there was very limited time in 
Calls 1 and 2 to actually discuss EOIs; most of the time at both meetings was spent 
discussing FAs. Therefore, the SC has not made much use of their steering 'power' on EOIs. 

Suggested recommendation/s: Ensure sufficient time for EOIs to be discussed so that 
SC can give proper feedback and input. 

Attraction of newcomers 
5. Has the new approach helped to attract more newcomers and/or more and more diverse 
applicants in their respective fields? Are new entities joining the projects (in which form, 
sector, country, role, etc.)?  

Findings: According to desk research, 54% of applicants in VB are new – meaning they did 
not apply in IVB. However, in interviews with programme bodies, no one indicated that they 
were aware of a substantial increase in newcomers. Interviewees are not convinced the 
newcomers are a result of two-step process, but rather the change in priorities and that the 
programme’s low co-financing rate (in comparison to others’) is not attractive. LB 
interviewees are positive about two-step because it makes it easier for them to sell Interreg 
to new and potential partners. However, interviewees also expressed concern that the long 
application timescale detracts (especially private sector) organisations from applying. Focus 
group participants and interviewees generally agreed that the two-step approach is 
attractive for newcomers because the EOI gives them a chance to develop an idea over 
more time, which helps them understand the framework of programme and programme 
rules.'  
 
6. Has the new approach helped to attract applicants in general, even if they are not 
newcomers? 

Findings: It is arguable to what extent the two-step approach has impacted the NSRP's 
ability to attract applicants. Since the programme has only held three calls, any trends are 
just starting to emerge. SMEs and private beneficiaries are losing interest, according to 
interviewees and focus group participants, due to rapid changes in their work plans and 
environments.  

Suggested recommendation/s: 

 For future call for applications/the new programme period, increase the level of co-
financing in order to attract newcomers.  
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 Find new arenas and platforms for reaching out to new applicants and beneficiaries 
across the North Sea Region.  

Quality of support to applicants 
7. Are the tools provided to the applicants to submit their proposals adequate and useful 
for the applicants? 

Findings: The vast majority of tools provided to applicants are generally considered useful 
and adequate (as long as the applicants read the available guidance). These include events, 
fact sheets, and website. The OMS is appreciated but is acknowledged as needing some 
technical improvements, according to some interviewees. 

8. Does the support available for the project application process meet the needs of 
prospective project applications? 

Findings: The applicants (both among lead beneficiaries and beneficiaries) are in regular 
contact with the NCPs and the JS during both stages of applications. Nearly all applicants 
say the support they receive from these bodies is 'very useful' or 'useful.' However, more 
direct contact between the applicant and the JS / NCP, as in the IVB programme period, 
would be greatly appreciated.  

9. Is the outcome of the application process sufficiently transparent for all applicants? 

Findings: The survey shows that 58% find the assessment and selection process ’very 
clearly’ or ’clearly’ explained and transparent. However, some focus group participants 
questioned why some full applications are rejected if the applicants have addressed the 
feedback on the EOI.  

Suggested recommendations for questions 7-9:  

 Each submitted project idea should be discussed in a follow up meeting with the JS 
and one or more NCPs via phone, Skype, or Facetime.  

 A clearer understanding of the difference between an EOI and an FA is needed. An 
FA is not the same as an extended approved EoI. Whether EOIs require too much 
information needs to be discussed, and the development process from EOI to FA 
needs to be more clearly defined. 

 For future calls for applications, there should be more coordination between the JS 
and the NCPs in order to give streamlined guidance to applicants - not only on 
technical issues but also on the content evaluated through the assessment criteria.  

Simplification of application process 
10. Has the new approach helped make the application process easier for applicants (less 
administrative burden)? 
 
Findings: Of applicants who also participated as applicants in IVB, 31% believe that the 
two-step process is equally simple and clear in comparison to that of the IVB one-step 
procedure, and only 14% find it less simple and clear. However, 53% of the same group 
find that the two-step procedure is slower and many survey respondents, interviewees, and 
focus group participants think that the overall application process is too long. 
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Suggested recommendation/s: Consider shrinking the timeline for the application 
process whether modifying or maintaining the two-step nature of the procedure.  
 
Quality of applications 
11. Has the new approach helped to increase the relevance, suitability and quality of the 
projects and to avoid low-quality projects?  
12. How has the Expression of Interest stage affected the results orientation of projects and 
potential projects' ability to fit the programme's specific objectives? 
 
Findings: The issue of whether projects understand under which specific objective they 
should apply actually appears to be a non-issue; results, however, are another matter. While 
projects have more of a results-orientation than they did before (i.e. in IVB), it is not 
necessarily because of the two-step approach. Rather, the VB programme requires more of 
a focus on results orientation than its predecessor did. That being said, some interviewees 
have the impression that the two-step approach does contribute to stronger results in full 
applications, although most SC decisions until now have required that projects improve their 
results before they could be finally approved or contracted (Calls 1 and 2) or before they 
could expect their first payment (Call 3).  
 
The EOI stage allows the JS to identify where results could be improved before applicants 
submit their full application, but many respondents also said they need more detailed 
feedback between stages to improve their applications. The approval rate of Call 3 could be 
a sign that application quality is increasing thanks to EOIs, however, as it is a large increase 
from that of Call 2. 
 
Suggested recommendation/s: SC decisions could provide more specific feedback to 
applicants who have submitted an EOI that clarifies what they must work on if they want to 
prepare a successful full application. There should also be a discussion on the extent to 
which the SC gives direction on final results included in full applications. This should include 
an informal survey of projects that have had to alter their results after being approved to 
find out how it has worked for them. More one-to-one advice and assistance by NCPs and 
JS could contribute to a better understanding of how to incorporate solid results in an 
application; on the other hand, applicants should use all available guidance on what to focus 
on when preparing an application. 
 
13. How has the switch to the two-step application approach impacted the rate of success, 
i.e. project approvals? 
 
Findings: The average approval rates for projects in IVB and VB is virtually identical – there 
has been very little change to the average success rate. However, as acknowledged in the 
previous question, there was a jump in FA approvals from 44% to 71% from Call 2 to 3, 
which could be – but isn't necessarily - a sign that quality of applications is increasing due 
to EOIs. We should also note here that Call 1 included applications that did not go through 
the EOI stage, which means the data does not include only applications that have gone 
through both stages. 
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Suggested recommendation/s: No recommendation at this time 
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9. Annexes 

Annex 9.1: Survey respondents 
 
We invited almost 1600 applicants and beneficiaries to participate in the online survey, 
which ran from 3 July to 11 August 2017. We received responses from 210 (13% of the 
total). The information below gives an idea of who the respondents were. 
 

Annex 9.2 Participants in the focus groups 
 
 
 

 
  


